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LDPC codes are a class of linear block codes that have gained a lot of attention in the
last decade and have shown near-capacity performance on different channels. This
thesis discusses several issues concerning efficient implementation of LDPC
decoders. Fixed-point simulation is performed on Semi-Random LDPC codes in order
to determine the effect of changing some hardware parameters on the performance.
This is done to help in selecting a good compromise before getting into the actual
implementation. A new structured LDPC code is proposed with the target of reducing
hardware complexity. The proposed code is lattice-structured in a way that reduces
the maximum wire length and is scalable. The LDPC decoder has been modeled in
VHDL. This model is generic and can be used for any LDPC code. This model has
been used to demonstrate the hardware advantages of the proposed LDPC code in
comparison with a random code.
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ﺧﻼﺻﺔ
اﻹﺳﻢ :ﺑﺪر ﺑﻦ ﺣﻤﺪ ﺑﻦ إﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ اﻟﺪوهﺎن
ﻋﻨﻮان اﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ :ﺗﺼﻤﻴﻢ و ﻣﻌﺎﻳﺮة أداء رﻣﻮز  LDPCذات اﻟﻜﻔﺎءة اﻟﺘﺸﺒﻴﻜﻴﺔ ﻣﻊ ﺗﻨﻔﻴﺬهﺎ ﺑﺈﺳﺘﺨﺪام . FPGA
اﻟﺤﻘﻞ اﻟﺘﺨﺼﺼﻲ :هﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻹﺗﺼﺎﻻت
اﻟﺘﺎرﻳﺦ 31 :ﻣﺎﻳﻮ  26 ,2008ﺟﻤﺎدى اﻷوﻟﻰ 1429هـ.
_____________________________________________________________________
اﻟﺮﻣ ﻮز ذات ﻣﺼ ﻔﻮﻓﺔ ﻓﺤ ﺺ اﻟﺘﻤﺎﺛ ﻞ ﻣﻨﺨﻔﻀ ﺔ اﻟﻜﺜﺎﻓ ﺔ ))(LDPCﻓﺘﻤ ﻚ( ه ﻲ ﻓﺌ ﺔ ﻣ ﻦ رﻣ ﻮز اﻟﻤﺠ ﺎﻣﻴﻊ اﻟﺨﻄﻴ ﺔ
ﺴﻌﺔ ﻟﻜﺜﻴﺮ ﻣﻦ ﻗﻨﻮات اﻹﺗﺼﺎل .ه ﺬﻩ اﻟﺮﺳ ﺎﻟﺔ اﻟﻌﻠﻤﻴ ﺔ
ﺣﻈﻴﺖ ﺑﺈهﺘﻤﺎم آﺒﻴﺮ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﻘﺪ اﻷﺧﻴﺮ و أﻇﻬﺮت أداء ﻣﻘﺎرﺑَﺎ ﻟﻠ 
ﺗﻨﺎﻗﺶ ﻋﺪة ﻗﻀﺎﻳﺎ ﻣﺘﻌﻠﻘﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﺘﻨﻔﻴﺬ اﻟﻜﻒء ﻟﻔﻚ رﻣﻮز )ﻓﺘﻤﻚ( .ﺳ ﻴﺘﻢ إﺟ ﺮاء ﻣﺤﺎآ ﺎة اﻟﻨﻘﻄ ﺔ اﻟﺜﺎﺑﺘ ﺔ ﻋﻠ ﻰ رﻣ ﻮز ﻓﺘﻤ ﻚ
ﺷﺒﻪ اﻟﻌﺸ ﻮاﺋﻴﺔ ﻣ ﻦ أﺟ ﻞ ﺗﺤﺪﻳ ﺪ أﺛ ﺮ ﺗﻐﻴﻴ ﺮ ﺑﻌ ﺾ ﻣﺆﺷ ﺮات اﻷﺟﻬ ﺰة ﻋﻠ ﻰ اﻷداء.ه ﺬا اﻟﻌﻤ ﻞ ﺳﻴﺴ ﺎﻋﺪ ﻋﻠ ﻰ اﺧﺘﻴ ﺎر
ﺣﻠﻮل ﺗﻮﻓﻴﻘﻴﺔ ﺟﻴﺪة ﻟﻤﺆﺷﺮات اﻷﺟﻬﺰة ﻗﺒﻞ اﻟﻤﻀﻲ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻨﻔﻴﺬ اﻟﻔﻌﻠﻲ .ﺗﻢ اﻗﺘﺮاح رﻣﻮز ﻓﺘﻤ ﻚ هﻴﻜﻠﻴ ﺔ ﺟﺪﻳ ﺪة ﺗﻬ ﺪف
إﻟﻰ ﺗﻘﻠﻴﻞ ﺗﻌﻘﻴﺪات اﻟﺘﻨﻔﻴﺬ .اﻟﺮﻣﻮز اﻟﻤﻘﺘﺮﺣﺔ ﻣﻬﻴﻜﻠﺔ ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﺷﺒﻜﻲ ﺑﻄﺮﻳﻘﺔ ﺗﻘﻠﻞ ﻣ ﻦ اﻟﺤ ﺪ اﻷﻗﺼ ﻰ ﻟﻄ ﻮل اﻷﺳ ﻼك و
هﻲ آﺬﻟﻚ ﻗﺎﺑﻠﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﻘﺎﻳﺴﺔ .ﺗﻤﺖ ﻧﻤﺬﺟﺔ ﻣﻔﻚ رﻣﻮز ﻓﺘﻤﻚ ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﻟﻐﺔ  . VHDLاﻟﻨﻤﻮذج اﻟﻨﺎﺗﺞ هﻮ ﻋ ﺎم اﻻﺳ ﺘﺨﺪام
ي ﻣﻦ رﻣﻮز ﻓﺘﻤﻚ .ﺗﻢ اﺳﺘﺨﺪام هﺬا اﻟﻨﻤﻮذج ﻣﻊ ﻋﺪة ﻧﻤ ﺎذج ﻣ ﻦ رﻣ ﻮز ﻓﺘﻤ ﻚ و ﺗﻤ ﺖ ﺑﺮهﻨ ﺔ ﻓﺎﻋﻠﻴ ﺔ
و ﻳﺴﺘﻄﻴﻊ ﻓﻚ أ ﱟ
رﻣﻮز ﻓﺘﻤﻚ اﻟﻤﻘﺘﺮﺣﺔ و ﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺘﻬﺎ ﻣﻊ رﻣﻮز ﻋﺸﻮاﺋﻴﺔ.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION ASDF

1.1 LDPC in brief
Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes were first discovered by Robert Gallager [1] in
the early 60s. For some reason, though, they were forgotten and the field lay dormant
until the mid-90s when the codes were rediscovered by David MacKay and Radford Neal
[2]. Since then, the class of codes has been shown to be remarkably powerful,
comparable to the best known codes and performing very close to the theoretical limit of
error-correcting codes.
The nature of the codes suggests a natural decoding algorithm operating directly on the
parity check matrix. This algorithm has relatively low complexity and allows a high
degree of parallelization when implemented in hardware, allowing high decoding speeds.
The performance comes at a price, however. The memory requirements are very large,
and the random nature of the codes leads to high interconnect complexities and routing
congestions.
LDPC codes belong to linear block codes. An LDPC code is characterized by a very
sparse parity-check matrix, H. For certain LDPC codes with very long block lengths,
their BER performance has been found to be the closest to Shannon limit [3].
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An LDPC code is defined by its parity-check matrix, H matrix. The structure of the H
matrix is the main factor in determining the performance of the LDPC code. The H
matrix can be constructed in two main approaches: randomly or deterministically.
There are many areas of research in this wide field of LDPC codes, like any other coding
scheme. Some researches focuses on one area, but many combine more than one area.
The research areas are:
•

Code Design, where the H matrix, which characterizes the LDPC code, is
designed to satisfy certain conditions and to achieve the maximum possible
performance [4] [5].

•

Decoding Algorithm, where the iterative decoding algorithm is modified in order
to reduce the required computational power while retaining (almost) the same
performance [6].

•

Hardware Implementation, where the LDPC codec is implemented using different
hardware platforms such as FPGA [7],[8], VLSI [9],[10],[11] and DSP [12]. This
path of research is usually accompanied with the code design path. The emphasis
here is targeted to the decoder design, which is the difficult part of LDPC,
compared to the encoder part.

•

Performance Analysis of different systems, where LDPC codes are used within
different communication systems such as DSL [13], CDMA [14] and OFDM [15].

•

Performance Analysis over different Channels, where the performance of LDPC
codes is modeled for different channel such as AWGN channel [16] and [17],
Rayleigh fading channel [14] and MIMO fading channel [18].
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•

Combination with other codes, like turbo codes [18], space-time codes [19] and
convolutional codes [20].

There are many hardware implementations of the LDPC decoder in the literature. They
differ in many aspects, such as architecture, platform, the type of code used in the testing,
the number of iterations, the code length and the bit resolution. Hardware
implementations can have different architectures. They can be parallel (as in [9]), serial
(as in [21]) or can be mixed architecture (as in [7], [8], [10] and [11]). The decoder
architecture can be implemented in different platforms, such as ASIC (as in [9], [10], [11]
and [8]), FPGA (as in [7] and [8]) and DSP (as in [12]). The type of the code used in the
hardware implementation will affect the resulting throughput and performance. Most of
the hardware implementations found in the literature use random LDPC codes; regular
(as in [10], [12] and [21]) and irregular (as in [8], [9] and [11]). However, some
implementations use LDPC code designs that are intended to reduce hardware
complexity and increase throughput (as in [7]). The results of LDPC decoder hardware
implementations can also be affected by the number of iterations; which can go from 1(as
in [10]) up to 64 (as in [9]). The hardware implementations differed also in the Block
length. Some of them were as short as 200 (as in [12]) and some were as long as 9216
[7]. The number representation of the messages inside the decoder can be either fixedpoint or floating-point. In the case of fixed-point representation, the bit resolution can
vary from 4 bits (as in [9] and [10]) to 8 bits (as in [21]). In some studies, as in [12] , the
floating-point representation is in fact fixed-point representation with 16 bit resolution.
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1.2 Thesis Motivation
In order to utilize the LDPC codes developed in the literature and use them in practical
systems, hardware implementations of LDPC encoder and decoder should be eventually
realized. Although the implementation of the LDPC encoder is relatively easy,
implementing the LDPC decoder is a more difficult task. The performance of an LDPC
decoder depends on several factors. Among them are the length, the rate and the structure
of the LDPC code. The complexity of an LDPC decoder depends on the configuration of
the decoder architecture, the hardware platform used and the quantization parameters
used in different processing elements of the decoder. The complexity is also dependent of
the structure of the LDPC code structure.
This thesis is going to tackle different issues related to designing high-throughput LDPC
decoder architectures. An LDPC code will be designed in such a way that the decoder
architecture will require less wiring complexity. A fully-parallel LDPC decoder
architecture will be designed, modeled in VHDL and implemented in FPGA, and its
complexity will be demonstrated for different types of codes. Fixed-point simulation will
be used to help determining optimum values of different parameters used in hardware
implementation.

1.3 Thesis Contributions
This thesis has contributed the following:
1. A new LDPC code has been designed and has been shown to have lower complexity,
compared to other random codes.
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2. An LDPC decoder architecture has been designed with a generic structure that can
work with different code rates, different bit resolutions and different maximum dynamic
ranges.
3. Fixed-point performance of semi-random LDPC codes has been explored, and some
hardware parameters have been selected.

1.4 Thesis Organization
The second chapter overviews LDPC codes with some depth. It covers LDPC’s major
components, encoder and decoder, with more emphasis on the decoder which is more
complex and more critical for the performance. Two forms of the iterative beliefpropagation algorithm are explained with some highlights on how to adapt them in
hardware. Different areas of research in LDPC codes are briefed and two of them are
chosen for further research in the next two chapters.

The third chapter studies and analyzes the quantization effects on the performance of
LDPC codes. Fixed-point representation is used in simulation, and the effect of the
number of bits representing bit node and check node message on the performance is
discussed. The effect of the maximum value of the messages is considered as well. This
fixed-point analysis is applied on semi-random LDPC codes, which is a special family of
codes that has a simpler encoding process.

The fourth and fifth chapters discuss the design, performance and implementation of a
new family of LDPC codes. In the fourth chapter, the motivation of the design is
5

explained and the structure of the code is analyzed to show the strong advantages that it
has. The performance of the proposed code is shown in comparison to some other codes.

In the fifth chapter, the different decoder architecture approaches are discussed and
compared showing their advantages and disadvantages. This comparison is supported by
different examples. The structure of the decoder is then explained in three parts: the
check node, the variable node and the interconnect network. Each part of the decoder is
illustrated in diagrams and supported with its hardware model written in VHDL and
synthesis results using Xilinx ISE software. The synthesis results will be shown for the
proposed code and compared to some other codes.

The sixth chapter concludes with the major results of this thesis and discusses future
research in this area and different methods to improve this work.
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CHAPTER 2
ENCODING AND DECODING OF LDPC CODES

Like turbo codes, LDPC codes belong to the class of codes that can be decoded via an
iterative decoding algorithm. The demonstration of capacity approaching performance in
turbo codes stimulated interest in the improvement of Gallager’s original LDPC codes to
the extent that the performance of these two code types is now comparable in AWGN,
and even some LDPC codes have been found to outperform turbo codes. The highly
robust performance of LDPC codes in other types of channels such as partial-band
jamming, quasi-static multi-input multi-output (MIMO) Rayleigh fading, fast MIMO
Rayleigh fading, and periodic fading is demonstrated in [14]

and

[22] . Another

advantage of LDPC codes is their inherent error-correction capability, as shown in
Section 2.3.
In this chapter, the major components of an LDPC system will be introduced. LDPC
encoding will be explained briefly. Then, different approaches of LDPC code design will
be introduced and compared. After that, the decoding of LDPC will be explained with
some depth. In the last section, the factors that affect the complexity of LDPC decoder
will be discussed.
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2.1 Representation of LDPC Codes
LDPC can be represented in two different forms, in matrix form or in factor graph form.

2.1.1 Matrix Representation
Although LDPC codes can be generalized to non-binary alphabets, we shall consider only
binary LDPC codes for the sake of simplicity. Because LDPC codes form a class of linear
block codes, they may be described as a certain k-dimensional subspace C of the vector
n
space F2 of binary n-tuples over the binary field F2 . Given this, we may find a basis

B={g0,g1, …, gk-1} which spans C so that each c ∈C may be written as c=u0g0+u1g1+
…+uk-1gk-1 for some {ui}; more compactly, c=uG where u=[u0 u1 … uk-1] which is the
information vector, and G is the so-called k×n generator matrix whose rows are the
vectors {gi} ( as is conventional in coding, all vectors are row vectors). The (n-k)dimensional null space C

⊥

n
of G comprises all vectors x ∈ F2 for which xGT=0 and is

T
spanned by the basis B ⊥ ={h0, h1, …, hn-k-1}. Thus, for each c ∈C , chi = 0 for all i or,

more compactly, cHT=0 where H is the so-called (n-k)×n parity-check matrix whose
rows are the vectors{hi}, and is the generator matrix for the null space C

⊥

. The parity-

check matrix H is so named because it performs M=n-k separate parity checks on a
received word.
A low-density parity-check code is a linear block code for which the parity-check matrix
H has a low density of 1’s and thus is a sparse matrix. A regular LDPC code is a linear
block code whose parity-check matrix H contains exactly wc 1’s in each column and
exactly wr=wc(n/M) 1’s in each row, where wr<<M ( equivalently, wc<<n). The code
rate R=k/n is related to these parameters via R=1-wc/wr (this assumes H is full rank). If H
8

is low density, but the number of 1’s in each column or row is not constant, then the code
is an irregular LDPC code. It is easier to see the sense in which an LDPC code is regular
or irregular through its graphical representation.

2.1.2 Graphical Representation
Tanner considered LDPC codes (and a generalization) and showed how they may be
represented effectively by a so-called bipartite graph (or factor graph), now called Tanner
graph. The Tanner graph of an LDPC code is analogous to the trellis of a convolutional
code in that it provides a complete representation of the code and it aids in the description
of the decoding algorithm. A bipartite graph is a graph (nodes connected by edges) whose
nodes may be separated into two types, and edges may only connect two nodes of
different types. The two types of nodes in a Tanner graph are the variable nodes and the
check nodes (which we shall call v-nodes and c-nodes, respectively). The Tanner graph
of a code is drawn according to the following rule: check node j is connected to variable
node i whenever element hij in H is a 1. One may deduce from this that there are M=n-k
check nodes, one for each check equation, and n variable nodes, one for each code bit ci.
Further, the M rows of H specify the M c-node connections, and the n columns of H
specify the n v-node connections.
As an example, consider a (10,5) linear block code with wc=2 and wr=wc(n/M)=4 with
the following H matrix
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⎡1
⎢1
⎢
H = ⎢0
⎢
⎢0
⎢⎣ 0

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0⎤
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 ⎥⎥
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0⎥
⎥
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1⎥
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 ⎥⎦
Figure 2.1 a 5x10 H matrix

The Tanner graph corresponding to H is depicted in Figure 2.1. Observe that v-nodes c0,
c1, c2 and c3 are connected to c-node f0 in accordance with the fact that, in the zeroth row
of H, h00=h01=h02=h03=1 (all others are zero). Observe that analogous situations hold for
c-nodes f1, f2, f3 and f4 which correspond to rows 1, 2, 3 and 4 of H, respectively. Note, as
follows from the fact that cHT=0, the bit values connected to the same check node must
sum to zero. We may also proceed along columns to construct the Tanner graph. For
example, note that v-node c0 is connected to c-node f0 and f1 in accordance with the fact
that, in the zeroth column of H, h00=h10=1.
Note that the Tanner graph in this example is regular: each v-node has two edge
connections and each c-node has four edge connections (that is, the degree of each vnode is 2 and the degree of each c-node is 4). This is in accordance with the fact that
wc=2 and wr=4. It is also clear from this example that mwr=nwc.
For irregular LDPC codes, the parameters wc and wr are functions of the column and row
numbers and so such notation is not generally adopted in this case. Instead, it is usual in
the literature [23] to specify the v-node and c-node degree distribution polynomials,
denoted by λ(x) and ρ(x), respectively. In the polynomial
dv

λ (x ) = ∑ λd x d −1
d =1
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(2.1)

λd denotes the fraction of all edges connected to degree-d v-nodes and dv denotes the
maximum v-node degree. Similarly, in the polynomial
dc

ρ (x ) = ∑ ρd x d −1
d =1

(2.2)

ρd denotes the fraction of all edges connected to degree-d c-nodes and dc denotes the
maximum c-node degree. Note for the regular code above, for which wc=dv=2 and
wr=dc=4, we have λ(x)=x and ρ(x)=x3.

Figure 2.2 Tanner graph for the example code.

A cycle (or loop) of length v in a Tanner graph is a path comprising v edges which closes
back on itself. The Tanner graph in the above example possesses a length-6 cycle as
exemplified by the six bold edges in the figure. The girth γ of a Tanner graph is the
minimum cycle length of the graph. The shortest possible cycle in a bipartite graph is
clearly a length-4 cycle, and such cycles manifest themselves in the H matrix as four 1’s
that lie on the converse of a submatrix of H. We are interested in cycles, particularly
11

short cycles, because they degrade the performance of the iterative decoding algorithm
used for LDPC codes. Eliminating short cycles have been proven to improve the
performance of LDPC codes [24]. This fact will be made evident in the discussion of the
iterative decoding algorithm.

2.2 Encoding of LDPC codes
Like any other linear block code, LDPC codes are encoded and decoded using two dual
matrices, the generator matrix G and the parity-check matrix H. These two are related via
the relation

GH T = 0

(2.3)

The parity-check matrix H can be written as,

H = [I | P ]

(2.4)

where P is the parity check part and I is (n-k)×(n-k) identity matrix.
The generator matrix G can be written in the systematic form as,
G = ⎡⎣ P T | I ⎤⎦
(2.5)
where PT represents the k×(n-k) transposed parity-check part and I represents k×k

identity matrix.
If we consider a sequence of information bits u that contains k bits, the encoding process
is simply multiplying this sequence by the generator matrix to get

c = uG
G and H can be found from each other using Gaussian elimination.
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(2.6)

Some LDPC codes are designed to have simpler encoding schemes, such as lowertriangular shape encoding, low-density generator matrices [25], the cyclic parity-check
matrices [5] and the semi-random LDPC codes[26]. The last one, in particular, will be
studied in more detail in Chapter 3.

2.3 Iterative Decoding Algorithm
2.3.1 Overview
In addition to introducing LDPC codes in his Ph.D dessertation in 1960 [1], Gallager also
provided a decoding algorithm that is typically near optimal. Since that time, other
researchers have independently discovered that algorithm and related algorithms,
although sometimes for different applications [2], [27]. The algorithm iteratively
computes the distributions of variables in graph-based models and comes under different
names, depending on the context. These names include: the sum-product algorithm
(SPA), the belief propagation algorithm (BPA), and the message passing algorithm
(MPA). The term “message passing” usually refers to all such iterative algorithms,
including the SPA (BPA) and its approximations.
Much like optimal (maximum a posteriori, MAP) symbol-by-symbol decoding of trellis
codes, we are interested in computing the a posteriori probability (APP) that a given bit in
the transmitted codeword c=[c0 c1 …. cn-1] equals 1, given the received word y=[y0 y1 ….
yn-1]. Without loss of generality, let us focus on the decoding of bit ci so that we are
interested in computing the APP

Pr(ci =1| y )
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(2.7)

Or the APP ratio (also called the likelihood ratio, LR)

l (ci ) =

Pr(ci = 0 | y )
Pr(ci = 1| y )

(2.8)

Later we will extend this to the more numerically stable computation of the log-APP
ratio, also called the log-likelihood ratio (LLR):
⎛ Pr(c i = 0 | y ) ⎞
L (c i ) = log ⎜
⎟
⎝ Pr(c i = 1 | y ) ⎠

(2.9)

where here and in the forthcoming parts, the natural logarithm is assumed.

The MPA for the computation of Pr(ci = 1|y), l(ci), or L(ci) is an iterative algorithm
which is based on the code’s Tanner graph. Specifically, we imagine that the v-nodes
represent the processors of one type, c-nodes represent processors of another type, and
the edges represent message paths. In one half iteration, each v-node processes its input
messages and passes its resulting output messages up to neighboring c-nodes (two nodes
are said to be neighbors if they are connected by an edge). This is depicted in Figure 2.3
for the message m↑02 from v-node c0 to c-node f2 (the subscripted arrow indicates the
direction of the message, keeping in mind that our Tanner graph convention places cnodes above v-nodes). The information passed concerns Pr(c0=b | input messages),
b ∈ {0,1} , the ratio of such probabilities, or the logarithm of the ratio of such

probabilities. Note in the figure that the information passed to c-node f2 is all the
information available to v-node c0 from the channel and through its neighbors, excluding
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c-node f2; that is, only extrinsic information is passed. Such extrinsic information m↑ij is
computed for each connected v-node/c-node pair ci/fi at each half-iteration.

Figure 2.3 Message passing from variable node c0 to check node f2.

In the other half iteration, each c-node processes its input messages and passes its
resulting output messages down to its neighboring v-nodes. This is depicted in Figure 2.4
for the message M↓03 from c-node f0 down to v-node c3. The information passed concerns
Pr(check equation f0 is satisfied | input message), b ∈ {0,1} , the ratio of such
probabilities, or the logarithm of the ratio of such probabilities. Note, as for the previous
case, only extrinsic information is passed to v-node c3. Such extrinsic information m ↑ ji is
computed for each connected c-node/v-node pair fi/ci at each half-iteration.
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Figure 2.4 Message passing from check node f0 to variable node c4.

After a prescribed maximum number of iterations or after some stopping criterion has
been met, the decoder computes the APP, the LR, or the LLR from which decisions on
ˆ T =0,
the bits c are made. One example stopping criterion is to stop iterating when cH

where cˆ is a tentatively decoded codeword.

The MPA assumes that the messages passed are statistically independent throughout the
decoding process. When the yi are independent, this independence assumption would
hold true if the Tanner graph possessed no cycles. Further, the MPA would yield exact
APPs (or LRs or LLRs, depending on the version of the algorithm) in this case. However,
for a graph of girth γ, the independence assumption is only true up to the γ/2-th iteration,
after which messages start to loop back on themselves in the graph’s various cycles. Still,
simulations have shown that the message passing algorithm is generally very effective
provided length-four cycles are avoided. Lin et al. [28] showed that some configurations
of length-four cycles are not harmful. It was shown in [29] how the message-passing
16

schedule described above and below (the so-called flooding schedule) may be modified
to mitigate the negative effects of short cycles.
In the following, the “probability domain” version of the SPA (which computes APPs)
and its log-domain version, the log-SPA (which computes LLRs), will be presented as
well as certain approximations.

2.3.2 Probability-Domain SPA Decoder

We start by introducing the following notation:
•

Vj={v-nodes connected to c-node f j }

•

Vj\i = {v-nodes connected to c-nodes f j }\ {v-node ci }

•

Ci ={c-nodes connected to v-node ci }

•

Ci\j ={c-nodes connected to v-nodes ci }\ {c-node f

•

Mv(~i)={messages from all v-nodes except node ci}

•

Mc(~j)={messages from all c-nodes except node f j }

•

Pi = Pr(ci =1 | y i )

•

S i = event that check equations involving ci are satisfied

•

, qij(b)=Pr(ci=b|Si,yi,Mc(~j)) , where b ∈ {0,1} . For the APP algorithm presently

j

}

under consideration , m↓ij = qij (b ) ; for the LR algorithm, m↓ij = qij (0) / qij (1) ; and
for the LLR algorithm m¯ij =log [q ij (0 ) / q ij (1 )] .
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•

rji(0)= Pr(check equation fj is satisfied | ci=b, Mv(~i)), where b ∈ {0,1} . For the
APP algorithm presently under consideration, m↓ ji = rji (b ) ; for the LR algorithm,

m↓ ji = rji (0) / rji (1) ; and for the LLR algorithm, m¯ ji = log[rji (0) / rji (1)]

Note that the messages qij (b ) , while interpreted as probabilities here, are random
variables (rv’s) as they are functions of the rv’s yi and other messages which are
themselves rv’s. Similarly by virtue of the message passing algorithm, the message rji(b)
are rv’s.
Consider now the form of qij(0) which, given our new notation and the independence
assumptions, we may express as (see Figure 2.5)
qij(0)=Pr(ci=0|yi,Si,Mc(~j))
=(1-Pi)Pr(Si|ci=0,yiMc(~j))/Pr(Si)

= K ij (1 - Pi )

∏r

j'i

(0)

(2.10)

j' Î C i \ j

where we used Bayes’ rule twice to obtain the second line and the independence
assumption to obtain the third line. Similarly,

q j (1) = K ij Pi

∏

rj 'i (1)

j '∈C i \ j

The constants Kij are chosen to ensure that qij(0)+qij(1)=1.
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(2.11)

Figure 2.5 Message Passing Half-Iteration For The Computation of qij(b).

To develop an expression for the rji(b), we need the following result:
Result 1. [30] consider a sequence of M independent binary digits ai for which
M
Pr(ai=1)=pi . Then, the probability that {ai }i =1 contains an even number of 1’s is

1 1 M
+ ∏(1 - 2pi )
2 2 l =i

(2.12)

In view of this result together with the correspondence pi ↔ qij(1), we have (see
Figure 2.6)

r ji (0) =

1 1
+
2 2

∏ (1 - 2q

i'j

(1))

(2.13)

i' ÎV j \i

Since, when ci=0, the bits {c i ' : i ' ∈V j \ i } must contain an even number of 1’s in order for
check equation fj to be satisfied. Clearly,
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Figure 2.6 Message passing half-iteration for the computation of rji(b).

rji (1) = 1 - rji (0)

(2.14)

The MPA for the computation of the APPs is initialized by setting qij(b)=Pr(ci= b| yi) for
all i , j for which hij=1 (that is , qij(1)= Pi and qij(0)=1-Pi). Here, yi represents channel
symbol that was actually received (i.e., it is not a variable here). We consider the
following special cases.
The binary erasure channel (BEC). In this case, y i ∈ {0,1, E } where E is the erasure
symbol, and we define

δ = Pr( y i = E | ci = b ) to be the erasure probability. Then it is

easy to see that
when y i = b
⎧1
⎪
Pr(c i = b | y i ) = ⎨ 0 when y i = b c
⎪1/ 2 when y = E
i
⎩

where bc represents the complement of b.
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(2.15)

The binary symmetric channel (BSC). In this case, y i ∈{0,1} and we define ε = Pr(yi =
bc | ci = b) to be the error probability. Then it is obvious that
⎧1 - ε w hen y i = b
Pr(c i = b | y i ) = ⎨
w hen y i = b c
⎩ε

(2.16)

The binary-input AWGN channel (BI-AWGNC). We first let xi=1-2ci be the i-th
transmitted binary value; note xi= +1(-1) when ci = 0(1). We shall use xi and ci
interchangeably. Then, the i-th received sample is yi = xi + ni , where the ni are
independent and normally distributed as η(0,σ ) . Then it is easy to show that
2

Pr(x i = x | y i ) = ⎡⎣1 +exp(-2yx / s 2 ) ⎤⎦

-1

(2.17)

where x ∈ {±1} .

Summary of the Probability-Domain SPA Decoder
1. For i = 0, 1, …, n-1, set Pi = Pr(ci = 1 | yi ) where yi is the i-th received channel
symbol. Then set qij(0) = 1-Pi and qij(1) = Pi for all i, j for which hij = 1.
2. Update {rji(b) } using equations (2.13) (2.14) .
3. Update { qji(b) } using equations (2.10) and (2.11). Solve for the constants Kij.
4. For i = 0, 1, …, n-1, compute

Qi (0) = K i (1 - Pi ) ∏ rji (0)

(2.18)

Qi (1) = K i Pi ∏ rji (1)

(2.19)

j Î Ci

and

j Î Ci
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where the constants Ki are chosen to ensure that Qi(0) + Qi(1) = 1.
5. For i = 0, 1, …, n-1, set
⎧1 if Q i (1)>Q i (0)
cˆi = ⎨
⎩ 0 else

(2.20)

ˆ T = 0 or the number of iteration equals the maximum limit, stop; else, go to step 2.
If cH

ˆ T = 0 , the
If the stopping criterion (in step 5) is chosen to be computing and verifying cH

iterative algorithm will provide us with an error-detection mechanism that will detect an
uncorrected codeword with certainty.

2.3.3 Log-Domain SPA Decoder
As with the probability-domain Viterbi and BCJR (Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv)
algorithms, the probability-domain SPA suffers because multiplications are involved
(additions are less costly to implement) and many multiplications of probabilities are
involved, which could become numerically unstable. Thus, as with the Viterbi and BCJR
algorithms, a log-domain version of the SPA is to be preferred. To do so, we first define
the following LLRs:
⎛ Pr(c i = 0 | y i ) ⎞
L (c i ) = log ⎜
⎟
⎝ Pr(c i = 1 | y i ) ⎠

(2.21)

⎛ r ji (0) ⎞
L (r ji ) = log ⎜
⎜ r (1) ⎟⎟
⎝ ji
⎠

(2.22)

⎛ q ij (0) ⎞
L (q ij ) = log ⎜
⎜ q (1) ⎟⎟
⎝ ij ⎠

(2.23)
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⎛ Q (0) ⎞
L (Q i ) = log ⎜ i
⎟
⎝ Q i (1) ⎠

(2.24)

The initialization steps for the three channels under consideration thus become:

⎧+∞, y i = 0
⎪
L (q ij ) = L (c i ) = ⎨−∞, y i = 1
⎪0,
yi = E
⎩

(BEC )

⎛ 1− ε ⎞
L (qij ) = L (ci ) = (−1) y i log ⎜
⎟ (BSC)
⎝ ε ⎠
L (q ij ) = L (c i ) = 2 y i / σ 2 (BI-AWGNC)

(2.25)

(2.26)
(2.27)

For step 1, we first replace rji(0) with 1-rji(1) in () and rearrange it to obtain

1 - 2rji (1) =

∏ (1 - 2q

i'j

(1))

i' ÎV j / i

⎡1

(2.28)

⎤

Now using the fact that tanh ⎢ log(p0 / p1 ) ⎥ = p0 - p1 = 1 - 2p1 , we may rewrite the
⎣2
⎦
equation above as
⎛1
tanh ⎜ L(r ji
⎝2

⎞
⎛1
⎞
) ⎟ = ∏ tanh ⎜ L(q i'j ) ⎟
⎠ i' ÎV j \i
⎝2
⎠

(2.29)

The problem with these expressions is that we are still left with a product and the
complex tanh function. We can solve this as follows. First, factor L(qij) into its sign and
magnitude:

L (qij ) = αij βij

(2.30)

αij = sign[L (qij )]

(2.31)
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β ij = L (q ij )

(2.32)

⎛1
⎞
⎛1
⎞
tanh ⎜ L ( r ji ) ⎟ = ∏ α i ' j . ∏ tanh ⎜ β i ' j ⎟
⎝2
⎠ i '∈V j \ i
⎝2
⎠
i '∈V j \ i

(2.33)

⎛
⎛1
L (r ji ) = ∏ α i ' j . 2 tanh −1 ⎜ ∏ tanh ⎜ β i ' j
⎝2
i'
⎝ i'

(2.34)

so that (2.29)may be rewritten as

we then have

⎞⎞
⎟⎟
⎠⎠

⎛
⎛1
= ∏ α i ' j . 2 tanh −1 log −1 log ⎜ ∏ tanh ⎜ βi ' j
⎝2
i'
⎝ i'

⎞⎞
⎟⎟
⎠⎠

(2.35)

⎛
⎛1
= ∏α i ' j . 2 tanh −1 log −1 ∑ log ⎜ tanh ⎜ βi ' j
⎝2
i'
i'
⎝

⎞⎞
⎟⎟
⎠⎠

(2.36)

⎛
⎞
= ∏ α i ' j . φ ⎜ ∑ φ (βi ' j ) ⎟
⎜ i '∈V \i
⎟
i '∈V j \ i
⎝ j
⎠

(2.37)

where we have defined
⎛ e x +1 ⎞
j(x) = -log[tanh(x / 2)] = log ⎜ x
⎟
⎝ e -1 ⎠

(2.38)

and used the fact that φ (x ) = φ(x ) when x>0. The function is fairly well behaved, as
−1

shown in Figure 2.7, and so may be implemented by a look-up table.
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Figure 2.7 Plot of the ∅(x) function.

For step 2, we simply divide equation (2.10) by (2.11) and take the logarithm of both
sides to obtain

L (q ij ) = L (c i ) +

∑

L (r j ' i )

(2.39)

j '∈C i \ j

Step 3 is similarly modified so that

L (Q i ) = L (c i ) +

∑ L (r

j ∈C i
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ji

)

(2.40)

Summary of the Log-Domain SPA Decoder
1. For i = 0, 1, …, n-1, initialize L(qij) ) according to (2.25) for all i,j for which hij = 1.

L (q ij ) = L (c i ) = 2 y i / σ 2
2. Update {L(rji)} using equation (2.37).
=

∏

(BI-AWGNC)

⎛
⎞
φ (βi ' j ) ⎟
∑
⎜ i '∈V \i
⎟
⎝ j
⎠

αi ' j . φ ⎜

i '∈V j \ i

(2.41)

3. Update {L(qij)} using equation (2.39)

L (q ij ) = L (c i ) +

∑

L (r j ' i )

j '∈C i \ j

(2.42)

4. Update {L(Qi)} using equation (2.40).

L (Q i ) = L (c i ) +

∑ L (r

ji

)

j ∈C i

(2.43)

5. For i = 0, 1, …, n-1, set
⎧1 if L (Q i ) < 0
ĉ i = ⎨
⎩ 0 else

(2.44)

ˆ T = 0 or the number of iterations equals the maximum limit, stop; otherwise, go to
If cH

step 2.

2.3.4 LDPC Decoder Complexity
The complexity of the decoding process can be divided into three parts: the complexity of
the check and variable processing nodes, the complexity of the memory management
process and the complexity of the interconnect network through which the messages are
passed.
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When dealing with the issue of implementing LDPC decoders, three types of
complexities are encountered:
1. Complexity of node computations (check node and variable node processing).
2. Complexity of the interconnecting network through which the messages are
exchanged.
3. Complexity of the number of times the computations need to be repeated (number
of iterations)

Designing a hardware LDPC decoder is a tradeoff process between these three factors. In
Chapter 4, an LDPC code will be designed such that the interconnect network complexity
is minimized. The design approach will be based on using deterministic methods, rather
than random, to distribute the check nodes and the variable nodes into a mesh of clusters.
Those clusters will be connected to each other only if they are close enough to each other.
This approach will eliminate the existence of long connections, or edges, that usually
cause more delay to the system, and therefore less throughput. In Chapter 5, the
implementation of this LDPC code will be done in a fully parallel fashion in order to
reduce the memory management requirements. Reducing the complexity of any, or all,
the above mentioned factors will improve the throughput of the decoder. Another factor
that can also improve the throughput is the number of iterations before aborting the
iterative decoding algorithm. As the number of iterations decreases, the throughput will
increase, but with the expense of losing some performance.
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CHAPTER 3
FINITE-PRECISION PERFORMANCE OF
SEMI-RANDOM LDPC CODES

3.1 Introduction
When designing LDPC codes, the performance is usually measured through floatingpoint simulations. The floating-point simulation requires less time to encode in software
and gives better results. However, when considering hardware implementation, using
floating-point representation is not practical and some times, is not even realizable.
Fixed-point representation is used instead. Hardware implementation deals with data in
finite precision rather than infinite precision. The process of deciding the accuracy of the
finite precision representation and, hence, setting the parameters of the fixed-point
simulation, is a tradeoff process. Instead of selecting these parameters in a late stage of
the hardware simulation, they can be selected earlier in the stage of software simulations
using fixed-point simulation approach. Different hardware parameters can be included in
the simulation process, such as the number of bits representing each message value and
the dynamic range of these values and the maximum number of iterations used by the
decoding algorithm.
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In this chapter, we consider a specific family of LDPC codes known as semi-random
LDPC codes [26]. This family of codes has a major advantage among others; it has a
much simpler and faster encoding process. Finding the generator matrix of an LDPC code
usually requires performing Gaussian elimination on the systematic form of the paritycheck matrix. This implies more requirements in computations and memory. In semirandom LDPC codes, the parity-check matrix is directly used for the encoding process
which will save memory and hardware area. This simplified encoding process will
improve throughput and will reduce hardware complexity requirements [26].

3.2 Structure of Semi-Random LDPC Codes
Like any other linear block code, LDPC codes can be encoded by directly multiplying the
message vector with the generator matrix G:
=

(3.1)

c=M*G

(3.2)

G is generally not sparse, which will increase the complexity of the encoding process.
Some codes can have a generator matrix G with a special structure that will hugely
reduce the complexity of the encoding process. An example of such code structure is
semi-random LDPC codes.
In semi-random LDPC codes [26], part of H is random and the other is deterministic.
H=[Hp,Hd]
Hp is a square matrix
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(3.3)

H

p

⎡1
⎢1
⎢
⎢
⎢
= ⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣⎢0

0
1
1

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

1
1

0⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
1 ⎦⎥ (n - k )× (n - k )

(3.4)

to construct Hd, we select a number t such that t divides n-k, and n-k divides kt

H

d

⎡ H d1
⎢
⎢ .
= ⎢ .
⎢
⎢ .
⎢ H dt
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
di
, ⎡⎣H ⎤⎦( n- k )×k
⎥
t
⎥
⎥
⎦ (n - k ) × k

(3.5)

In each Hdi, i=1, …, t , we randomly create one element 1 per column , and (kt/n-k) 1s
per row. The resultant Hdi has a column weight of t and a row weight of kt/n-k.
p={pi} can be calculated from given d={di} as

p1 = ∑ hijd d j , pi = pi −1 + ∑ hijd d j

(3.6)

The way of calculating the parity bits will significantly reduce the complexity of the
encoder. This family of semi-random LDPC codes has less complex encoding process,
with essentially the same performance as randomly-constructed LDPC codes [26].
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3.3 Fixed-Point Implementation of Semi-Random LDPC Codes
Floating-point simulation results of semi-random LDPC codes have shown good
performance over Additive White Gaussian Noise channel (AWGN) [26]. However,
since hardware implementation is usually costly, the hardware performance of semirandom LDPC codes can be estimated by performing fixed-point simulation. The fixedpoint simulation will investigate the effect of quantizing the messages of the iterative
decoding algorithm on the performance of the system. More accurately, the effect of
quantization will be evaluated when varying any of three main parameters of the
decoding algorithm: the maximum dynamic range of message values, the number of bits
representing each value and the maximum number of iterations in the decoding
algorithm.

3.4 Simulation Results
In this work, we investigate the performance of semi-random LDPC codes when numbers
are represented in fixed-point format, instead of floating-point format, in order to
simulate real hardware. The effect of fixed-point implementation on the performance will
be measured by varying different parameters. Such investigation will constitute a midway
step in checking the validity of this family of codes for real hardware implementation.
Also, such an investigation will give an insight into possible tradeoffs that can be done to
achieve certain throughput or hardware complexity requirements.
What usually happens in software simulations is that the values of the messages inside
the iterative decoding algorithm are represented in floating-point format. In this way, the
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message values are passed accurately between nodes without losing any information. On
the other hand, real hardware can hardly work with floating-point representation. In most
of the cases, it deals with fixed-point representation. So, the exchanged messages in the
iterative decoding algorithm will be represented in fixed-point format and thus their
values will be rounded in each iteration causing some loss of accuracy. This rounding of
values will be done according to the following procedure:
•

If |message value|>M-∆ , where ∆=M / 2nbit-1
then message value= (M-∆) × sign(message value)

⎢
⎥
⎢ Message Value
⎥ M
+ 0.5⎥ × nbits -1
• Else, Message Value = ⎢
M
⎢
⎥ 2
nbits -1
2
⎣
⎦
This equation is illustrated in Figure 3.1
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(3.7)

Figure 3.1 Illustration of the quantization procedure.
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The accumulated loss of information in each iteration will affect the bit error rate (FER)
performance of the system. The effect of fixed-point implementation on the performance
will be measured by varying three parameters: the maximum dynamic range of message
values M, the number of bits representing each value (The bit precision) nbit and the
maximum number of iteration in the decoding algorithm Itmax.

3.4.1 Effect of Varying Dynamic Range M
In Figure 3.2, the simulation is done for various values of dynamic range M. We notice
that the curves representing the ±4 & ±4.5 are the closest to the floating-point curve,
while the ±6.5, ±6 and ±3.5 are the farthest from the floating-point curve. The ±5 curve
gets closer to the floating-point curve after SNR =3.25 dB. So, the range between ±4 till
±5 is an appropriate choice for the dynamic range.

Figure 3.2 Performance for different dynamic ranges M
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Another plot that will help in selecting the value of the dynamic range is Figure 3.3. In
this figure, the FER is deteriorating when the dynamic range is out of the range 3.6→5.

Figure 3.3 Performance for different values of M at SNR=3.5

Figure 3.4 shows the histogram of LLR messages of 10 decoded codewords during all the
iterations of the decoding process. The histogram shows that the vast majority of message
values are below 10. When assessing this histogram statistically, only 1.52% of the
messages have values greater that 10, only 4% of the messages have values greater than 8
and 16% of the messages have values greater than 5.5.
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Figure 3.4 Histogram of LLR messages.

Although this argument may suggest using as higher value of dynamic range (M) as
possible in order to avoid clipping the message values, the previous graph, Figure 3.3,
suggests a limited range of M in order to get optimal performance. This apparent
contradiction may be explained by discussing the change of both nbit and M. Increasing
the value of M will reduce the number of messages whose values are clipped, and thus
reducing the quantization errors. On the other hand, increasing the value of M, for a fixed
nbit, will increase the width between quantization resulting in more quantization errors.
For example, if we have a fixed value for nbit and if we select the value of M to be 5.5,
the message samples with values less than 5.5 are going to have less quantization errors
because the distance between levels has decreased. However, for the 16% of the message
samples that are higher than 5.5 will have more quantization errors because of the
clipping. So, selecting an appropriate value of M should be done in conjunction with nbit.
This is going to be explored further in Section 3.4.4.
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3.4.2 Effect of Varying number of iterations Itmax
In Figure 3.5, we notice a significant improvement when changing Itmax from 10 to 100.
When going from Itmax =10 to 20 (at FER=2×10-2), the performance improves by 0.7 dB.
When going from Itmax =20 to 30 (at FER=2×10-2), the performance improves by 0.1 dB.
When going from Itmax =30 to 60 (at FER=2×10-2), the performance improves by 0.08 dB.
When going from Itmax =60 to 100 (at FER=1×10-2), the performance will remain almost
the same. It should be noticed that increasing Itmax by a factor of 2 doesn't necessarily
double the total delay (or the frame’s processing time) because not all frames will need to
take Itmax iterations.

Figure 3.5 Performance for different maximum iterations Itmax.

3.4.3 Effect of Varying number of bits
The number of bits used to represent LLRs is very important in the hardware
implementation of an LDPC decoder. It will affect speed, performance and complexity.
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Figure 3.6 shows the simulation of a (1024,512) Semi-Random LDPC code for different
bit resolutions. The dynamic range is set to 4 and the maximum number of iterations is
selected to be 64. The bit precision is varied from 3 to 12. The performance improves
always with increasing the number of resolution bits nbit.

Figure 3.6 Performance for different bit precisions nbit.

3.4.4 Joint Optimization of Dynamic Range M and Resolution Bits nbit
In order to be more accurate in selecting the values of nbit and M, the performance
should be investigated as a function of both variables. Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 show the
3D view of the FER performance of a (512, 1024) semi random LDPC code as a function
of M and nbit. The previous results discussed in sections 3.1 and 3.2 are still valid but
they are limited to special cases.
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Figure 3.7 3D view of the performance as a function of nbit and M

Figure 3.8 Another 3D view of the performance as a function of nbit and M
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TABLE 3.1 Data of the 3D plots

n-bit

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

M
3.0 1.9E-02 1.7E-02 9.7E-01 9.7E-01 9.5E-01 9.8E-01 9.9E-01 9.9E-01 9.9E-01 9.9E-01
3.5 1.6E-02 1.1E-02 1.0E+00 5.2E-01 4.9E-01 5.0E-01 6.4E-01 6.6E-01 7.0E-01 5.9E-01
4.0 4.4E-01 8.0E-03 7.5E-03 7.6E-01 1.3E-01 1.2E-01 2.3E-01 1.7E-01 1.9E-01 1.9E-01
4.5 1.0E+00 7.0E-02 6.2E-03 4.2E-03 2.4E-01 2.9E-02 7.7E-02 4.9E-02 5.1E-02 5.0E-02
5.0 1.0E+00 4.8E-01 1.0E-02 3.9E-03 3.9E-03 4.6E-02 1.1E-02 2.3E-02 2.5E-02 1.9E-02
5.5 1.0E+00 9.4E-01 1.0E-01 3.9E-03 3.3E-03 3.5E-03 1.5E-02 1.6E-02 9.4E-03 8.9E-03
6.0 1.0E+00 9.9E-01 5.0E-01 1.1E-02 3.0E-03 2.7E-03 2.5E-03 7.4E-03 7.6E-03 5.6E-03
6.5 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 7.6E-01 1.1E-01 3.6E-03 2.3E-03 2.3E-03 2.2E-03 5.1E-03 4.7E-03
7.0 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 9.7E-01 3.7E-01 1.4E-02 2.2E-03 2.1E-03 1.8E-03 4.7E-03 3.0E-03
7.5 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 9.9E-01 6.5E-01 7.5E-02 3.2E-03 1.7E-03 1.7E-03 1.7E-03 3.3E-03
8.0 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 8.2E-01 3.1E-01 1.4E-02 1.9E-03 1.6E-03 1.5E-03 1.4E-03
9.0 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 9.9E-01 6.2E-01 1.5E-01 1.1E-02 1.9E-03 1.6E-03 1.4E-03
10.0 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 8.5E-01 3.9E-01 7.9E-02 9.0E-03 2.2E-03 1.5E-03
12.0 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 9.5E-01 7.3E-01 3.7E-01 1.0E-01 2.7E-02 5.7E-03
14.0 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 9.9E-01 8.7E-01 6.2E-01 2.4E-01 7.5E-02 2.3E-02
16.0 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 9.9E-01 9.2E-01 7.2E-01 3.5E-01 1.3E-01 5.7E-02
20.0 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 9.7E-01 8.2E-01 4.9E-01 2.0E-01 9.2E-02
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These 3D views give better insight about the right selection of parameters. For nbit, as
shown in Figure 3.8, using higher values of nbit will always improve the performance.
On the other hand, choosing the right value of M seems to be more difficult. For different
values of nbit, there is a range of values of M that will result in optimal performance. For
example, for nbit=5, M should range from 4 to 5.5 to get optimal performance. For
nbit=9, M should be in the range of 6 to 8.5 in order to get the optimal performance.

3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the performance of semi-random LDPC codes has been simulated over
AWGN in both floating-point representation and fixed-point representation. Different
fixed-point parameters have been investigated. The code used was a 1/2-rate with block
length of 1024. When selecting the maximum number of iterations Itmax, it was shown
that the performance will improve as we increase Itmax. However, after reaching a value
of about 60, little improvement will be gained for increasing Itmax any further. From
hardware perspective, reducing Itmax will result in less decoding delay and more
throughput. When selecting the number of precision bits nbit, performance will always
improve with higher values of nbit. Nevertheless, the higher nbit is, the more costly
hardware is going to be. Finally, selecting the value of the dynamic range M proved to be
trickier. There is no fixed range or trend for selecting the optimal value of M. Getting the
right value of M should be done in conjunction with nbit. For higher values of nbit,
higher ranges of M will be chosen to get optimal performance.
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CHAPTER 4
LDPC CODES: DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE

4.1 Introduction & Motivation
In most of the LDPC codes in the literature, the main target is usually to achieve the best
possible performance in software simulations. In many cases, they end up with code
designs that perform very close to Shannon limit but are almost impossible to realize in
hardware. Since most error correcting codes are expected, eventually, to be used in
practice and get implemented in hardware, this ultimate goal should affect the process of
designing the code in the first place. The target in this thesis is to design LDPC codes
with hardware in mind, i.e. design LDPC codes that have advantages for hardware
implementation. Such advantage can come with cost of losing some performance. There
are several approaches to achieve this goal. Some of them [31] start with a random H
matrix and then apply certain procedures to reduce the maximum wire lengths. Other
approaches build the H matrix in a structured way that limits the existence of long
connections [32] [33].

4.2 Code Structure
The structure of the proposed LDPC code is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 : Block diagram of the general structure of the code.

The code is formed by a lattice of cells. The lattice has t rows and s columns. Each cell
contains a group of check nodes and variable nodes connected in a regular way.
Examples of the structure of the cells are shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.2 Cell with size 16x8

Figure 4.3 Cell with size 32x16
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The code consists of a lattice of microcells. Each microcell consists of two groups of
variable nodes and two groups of check nodes. The number of nodes in each group will
vary depending on the code rate and the selection of the designer. Figure 4.2 shows a cell
that has 8 check nodes and 16 variable nodes which can be used to construct a rate ½
code. Figure 4.3 shows another sample of cells which has 16 check nodes and 32 variable
nodes which can be also used to construct a rate ½ code. Each microcell is connected to
the adjacent microcells in structured way. The connections, also called edges, of this
design can be classified into five types:
1. Intra-cell connections: which connect check nodes and variable nodes that exist in
the same cell.
2. Horizontal inter-cell connections (level 1): which connect check and variable
nodes that exist in adjacent cells in the same row of cells.
3. Vertical inter-cell connections (level 1): which connect check and variable nodes
that exist in adjacent cells in the same column of cells.
4. Horizontal inter-cell connections (level 2): which connect check and variable
nodes that exist in cells that are two columns apart in the same row of cells.
5. Vertical inter-cell connections (level 2): which connect check and variable nodes
that exist in cells that are two rows apart in the same column of cells.

Figure 4.4 shows an example of this code. For clarity, the only inter-cell connections are
only those connected to cell (1,1). This figure shows a factor graph of a (288,144). It
consists of 9 cells arranges in a 3*3 lattice. Each cell has the size (32,16).
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Figure 4.4 A 3x3 Lattice composed by 32x16 cells.

The lattice can be configured in many different arrangements for the same block length
and code rate. For example, for a code with block length of 1024 and code rate ½, the
lattice can take the shapes of 8x8 matrix, 16x4, 4x16 or 32x2 matrix when using the 16x8
cells. The code is going to be always irregular code. This design approach can also be
used for different code rates. A very important feature of this design is that the
complexity of wiring doesn't grow much when the size of the code grows up. This is
because the inter-cell connections are limited to within 2 cells away. This feature will
affect the hardware complexity of the LDPC decoder. This particular issue will be
explored thoroughly in Section 5.3. Moreover, the maximum wire length is be limited to
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the distance between two cells. This will greatly reduce the delay caused by the longest
wire, which is expected with random code. This in turn will help improving the
throughput of the system.

4.3 Assessment of the Complexity Reduction Advantage of the
Proposed Code
4.3.1 Qualitative Assessment
Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 give an idea about the interconnect complexity of the proposed
LDPC code in comparison with a random LDPC code. These figures show the
interconnections after placement and before routing. It is obvious that the proposed
LDPC code is less complex that the random LDPC code. Graphs of the interconnection
complexity after routing are going to be shown in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.5 Interconnection complexity of a (512,1024) random LDPC code.

Figure 4.6 Interconnection complexity of a (512,1024) proposed LDPC code.
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4.3.2 Quantitative Assessment
In order to quantitatively show the hardware advantage of the proposed LDPC code, a
cost function will be used to quantify the complexity of the proposed LDPC code in
comparison with another random LDPC code. The cost function will be the Manhattan
distance of the placed graph of the specified LDPC code.
In order to calculate the Manhattan distance, the LDPC code should first be put into a
placed graph form. The variable and check nodes are grouped in cells based on the code
rate. For a

p
rate LDPC code, each cell consists of p check nodes and q variable
q

nodes. The cells are laid out on an X-Y grid area.
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Figure 4.7 Example of a (32,16) LDPC code layout.
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v7

1
Figure 4.7 shows a layout example of a (32,16) LDPC code. This code has a rate of ,
2

therefore, each cell contains one check node and two variable nodes. The cells are laid on
a rectangular X-Y grid of size 4 × 4 .
The width of the grid in which the cells are laid out is an input parameter to the proposed
algorithm. The width of layout in the example of Figure 4.7 Example of a (32,16) LDPC
code layout. is 4, this means that the x-coordinate of a cell can take one of the values
from the set {0,1,2,3}. Based on the layout width, each node (variable or check) is
assigned an ( x, y ) coordinate. The assignment of ( x, y ) coordinates of nodes of rate

p
q

LDPC code is done as follows:
For a check node c j , the ( x, y ) coordinates are given by:

⎢ j⎥
c xj = ⎢ ⎥ mod width
⎣ p⎦

(4.1)

⎢
⎥
j
c jy = ⎢
⎥
⎣ p × width ⎦

(4.2)

Similarly, the ( x, y ) coordinates of a variable node vi are given by:

⎢i ⎥
vix = ⎢ ⎥ mod width
⎣q⎦

(4.3)

⎢
⎥
i
viy = ⎢
⎥
⎣ q × width ⎦

(4.4)

For the layout example in Figure 4.7, the ( x, y ) coordinates of a check node c j and a
⎢i⎥
⎢i ⎥
⎢ j⎥
variable node vi are: c xj = j mod 4 , c jy = ⎢ ⎥ , vix = ⎢ ⎥ mod 4 and viy = ⎢ ⎥
⎣2⎦
⎣8 ⎦
⎣4⎦
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The connection length between a variable node and a check node is computed based on
the Manhattan distance between the two cells in which the nodes exist. The Manhattan
distance ( α ) between a variable node vi and a check node c j is given by:

α (vi , c j ) = vix − c xj + viy − c jy

(4.5)

For example, in Figure 4.7, the Manhattan distance between v10 and c11 is 3. The two
nodes v1 and c0 have the same coordinates, therefore, the Manhattan distance between
them is zero. Actually v1 and c0 reside in the same cell.
Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 show the results of Manhattan distance computations for
different sizes of the proposed LDPC code (with wr=6 and wc=3) and a random LDPC
codes (also with wr=6 and wc=3). The first graph shows that the average Manhattan
distance of the proposed LDPC code almost stops increasing after size (1024,2048). On
the other hand, the average Manhattan distance of the random LDPC code keeps
increasing at a high pace. The same argument applies for the graph of the maximum
Manhattan distance, shown in Figure 4.9. In this graph, we notice that the maximum
Manhattan distance of the proposed LDPC code reaches its maximum at block
length=512 and never increases beyond that. However, the maximum Manhattan distance
of the random LDPC code keeps increasing at a high rate.
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Figure 4.8 Average Manhattan distance for different LDPC codes.

Figure 4.9 Maximum Manhattan distance for different LDPC codes.
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4.4 Performance over AWGN.
The performance of the proposed LDPC code has been simulated for block length 1024,
code rate ½, and minimum girth 8 and with an 8x8 lattice structure. The MATLAB file
used to generate this code is listed in Appendix B. The FER performance is shown in
Figure 4.10 and compared to other codes of the same block length.

Figure 4.10 Performance of the proposed code compared to two similar codes.

Figure 4.10 shows the performance of the proposed code compared with the performance
of two other codes with the same size [9] and [32]. In this plot, performance in measured
in Frame Error Rate (FER) instead of Bit Error Rate (BER) in order to be able to compare
our results with the references mentioned above. When FER=10-2, the performance of the
proposed code is less than the other two by 0.15dB. When FER=10-3, the performance
degrades more and the difference grows to 0.35dB and 0.6dB from the other codes. This
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performance degradation is most likely caused by the trapping sets that are associated
with the inherent locality of the code’s structure. This problem can be reduced by using
modified decoding algorithms as in [34]. Another way to mitigate this degradation is by
carefully designing the cells and interchanging cell connections or by using larger cells.

4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, an interconnect-efficient LDPC code has been proposed. The main goal of
the design is to reduce the hardware complexity of the decoder. The proposed code is
scalable and its complexity grows in a much less rate than random codes. The structure of
the code has been explained with an example. The complexity reduction advantage of the
proposed code has been demonstrated in two different ways. Graphs of post-placement
designs shows that the wiring density of the proposed code is clearly much less than that
of a random code. Moreover, quantitative analysis using Manhattan distance metric
showed that the proposed code’s average and maximum Manhattan distance saturates to a
certain level while the values for the random code keeps increasing with the increase of
the block length. A sample code with size (1024,512) have been simulated and compared
with other codes and it showed some degradation in performance compared to the others.
Some recent research [35] suggests that the reason behind that is the large number of
trapping sets caused by the inherent locality of connection in the proposed code.
However, the hardware complexity reduction, inherent in this code, is going to be
explored thoroughly in Section 5.3.
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CHAPTER 5
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LDPC
DECODER

5.1 Introduction
In the chapter, the target is to design a hardware architecture for LDPC decoding and to
implement it on a suitable platform. The decoder architecture can be split into three main
parts:
•

The check node unit.

•

The variable node unit.

•

The interconnecting network and the control logic.

In Section 5.2, the architecture of each of these parts will be designed depending on
certain requirements. In Section 5.3, these architectures are going to be implemented in
VHDL. In Section 5.4, the whole decoder is going to be synthesized on a hardware
platform for two different LDPC codes.
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5.2 Decoder Hardware Architecture
5.2.1 The Check Node Unit (CNU)
The check node unit should satisfy the following equation:

LLR (k) (r ji ) = (-1)

L(j)

⎛
⎞ ⎛
⎞
(k)
(k)
⎜ ∏ sgn LLR (q ji' ) ⎟ .j ⎜ ∑ j LLR (q ji' ) ⎟
⎠
⎝ i' Î L(j)\{i}
⎠ ⎝ i' Î L(j)\{i}

(

)

(

)

(5.1)

x
where j(x) = -log(tanh( ))
2
So, the requirements of the design of the CNU can be specified as the following:
•

Multiply the signs of the inputs.

•

Apply the φ (x ) on the magnitudes of the inputs.

•

Add the outputs of φ (x ) of the previous step.

•

Avoid any overflow that might happen in the additions.

•

After all additions finish, the resulting values must go through φ (x ) and then to
the output.

The proposed design of the CNU that satisfies these requirements is shown in Figure 5.1
The design shown here is a CNU3, which is a 3-input CNU.
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Figure 5.1 Check Node Unit (CNU) with 3 inputs.

This design is for a 3-input check node. The operation of this circuit can be described as
follows:
•

The input signals (w1, w2 & w3), which are 6-bit signals, are separated into two
parts, sign and magnitude.

•

The sign of each signal is gathered by taking the most significant bit (MSB) and
then is fed to the XOR mesh.

•

The remaining 5-bit magnitudes are fed into the φ (x ) blocks.

•

The φ (x ) blocks are implemented using look-up tables (LUT's). Each LUT takes
inputs of 5-bit resolution and, thus, contains 32 entries.

•

After that, 2-input additions are done according to the equation. Overflow check
is applied after every addition.

•

After all additions finish, signals go again through φ (x ) process.
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•

Signs of the inputs, taken in the first step, are taken into a mesh of XORs, and
then combined with the outputs of the φ (x ) to give the final outputs of the CNU3.

The same design is used for CNU4, CNU5, etc.

5.2.2 The Variable Node Unit (VNU)
The variable node unit (VNU) should satisfy the equation:
LLR ( k ) (q ji ) =

∑

LLR ( k −1) ( r j ' i ) + LLR ( p i )

j '∈ M ( i ) \{ j }

(5.2)

So, the requirements of the design of the VNU can be specified as the following:
•

It basically contains addition processes.

•

The values added can be either positive or negative

•

Only two numbers should be added each time.

The proposed design of the VNU that satisfies these requirements is shown in Figure 5.2
The design shown here is a VNU2, which is a 2-input VNU.

Figure 5.2 The Variable Node Unit (VNU) with 3 inputs.

The operation of this circuit can be described as follows:
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•

Addition can be done directly on the inputs, which can be either negative or
positive. However, this will require having addition and subtraction operations
which complicates the circuit.

•

Doing the addition operation with the 2's complement eliminates the need for any
subtraction blocks.

•

The inputs are converted from sign-magnitude to 2's complement in the first
stage.

•

After that, addition operations are performed, two inputs at a time.

•

Overflow check is done after each addition operation.

•

After finishing all additions, the signals are converted from 2's complement
format to sign-magnitude again.

•

The message update is incorporated in the VNU because it has almost the same
equation.

5.2.3 The Combined Decoder
The main unit of this LDPC decoder is required to do the following tasks:
1. Connecting the VNU's and the CNU's through the interconnecting network
(defined by the H matrix).
2. Receiving the data from the previous stage and pipelining them to the VNU's at
the right time.
3. Updating the values of the posterior information according to the equation:
LLR

(k )

(q i ) =

∑

LLR

(k )

( r j 'i ) + L L R ( p i )

j '∈ M ( i )

4. Performing the decoding process for a predefined number of iterations.
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(5.3)

Figure 5.3 shows
s
the decoder
d
withh all of its components
c
s.

Figure 5.3 The
T Combineed Decoder Architecture.
A

The decodeer works in the followin
ng way:
1. Datta messagess are fed th
hrough diffeerent feed lines
l
into reegisters (M
M1, M2, ….,
M1228). This paarallel pipellining is inteended to speed up the ddata loadingg process.
2. When all messsages are inn the right position,
p
the load signnal is triggered and thee
messsages are trransferred to the Z regiisters.
3. Thee VNU's annd the CNU
U's start thee decoding process. Eaach iteratioon will takee
placce in one clo
ock cycle.
4. While the decooding proceess is ongoiing, the nexxt codewordd is loaded into the M
regiisters.
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5. The values of the posterior information (Z's) are updated in every iteration.
After a specific number of iterations and when the next codeword is located precisely in
the M registers, the data is exchanged between the Z registers and the M registers. This
means that there will be no time wasted in feeding data into the variable nodes. Once a
codeword is decoded completely, the next codeword is ready to start the decoding
process.
In the above design, we can notice the following:
The number of iterations =
resolution of every message bit × the number of messages from every feed line
= ( q bits/message) × (messages/Feed line)
For example, if q = 6 and the required number of iterations is 24, then every feed line will
carry 4 messages. This means that we will need 32 feed lines for this 128-bit decoder.
The number of iterations should be always an integer multiple of the message resolution.
The load signal is triggered by a counter adjusted according to the required number of
iterations. After the last iteration, data is exchanged and the counter is set to 0 again.
The more data feeds we have, the more throughput we will get. This is going to be
associated with less number of iterations. However, when the number of iterations goes
higher than 60, the effect on performance will be negligible.
The interconnecting network is determined by the H matrix used. The structure of the H
matrix has a huge effect on the complexity of the overall design.

5.3 VHDL Modeling and Verification
The LDPC decoder hardware structure described in the previous section has been
implemented in VHDL. The VHDL code lists are shown in Appendix A. This VHDL
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model is generic and can be used with any LDPC code. The general structure of the
model is illustrated in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4 Structure of The VHDL model.

This VHDL model implements an LDPC decoder in a fully-parallel fashion. This of
course will consume more hardware resources, compared to serial or serial-parallel
approaches, but it will provide the maximum possible throughput. Since this model is
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generic, it will deal with every H matrix regardless of any inherent regularity that the
code might have (as in the code described in Chapter 4). However, implementation
results will show some improvement for the proposed code’s synthesis results compared
to random ones.
The correctness of the VHDL code has been verified by comparing it with a fixed-point
MATLAB code.

5.4 FPGA Synthesis of different LDPC codes
5.4.1 Synthesis Results
After designing the LDPC decoder and modeling it in VHDL, the next logical
step is to synthesize it in hardware. The VHDL model describing the hardware
architecture was synthesized over Xilinx VirtexE xcv3200e. The software used for the
synthesis was Xilinx ISE 6. The purpose of synthesis is to get an idea about the different
aspects of implementing our design on a hardware platform. Implementing one type of
LDPC code might be enough, but implementing several LDPC codes with different code
structures and different block lengths will give wider range of information. For this
reason, four codes have been considered for synthesis. They represent two block lengths
and two types of codes structures. The block lengths were 64 and 128. The LDPC code
structures used in the synthesis were random LDPC codes and the proposed LDPC codes,
which was described in Chapter 4. The synthesis results of the four codes are shown in
TABLE 5.1
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TABLE 5.1 Xilinx VirtexE Synthesis Results for Different LDPC Codes

LDPC Code Structure
Proposed
Block Length

64

128

Random
64

128

Equivalent Gate Count 115,440 282,807 196,944 N/A
No. of Slices

No. of LUTs

7,188 17,844 12,665

N/A

Total

13,813 34,280 24,460

N/A

Logic

12,760 30,978 22,780

N/A

Route-thru 1,053

3,302

1,680

N/A

For the proposed LDPC code, both block lengths where synthesized successfully. For the
random LDPC code, only the shorter code, with block length of 64, has been synthesized.
The random code with block length 128 was too big for this target platform. Snapshots of
the post place-and-route circuit are shown in Figure 5.5 to Figure 5.10. These snapshots
were taken using the Xilinx FPGA editor.
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Figure 5.5 Overall view of synthesized proposed LDPC code with N=64
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Figure 5.6 Closer view of the synthesized proposed LDPC code with N=64
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Figure 5.7 Overall view of the synthesized proposed LDPC code with N=128.
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Figure 5.8 Closer view of the synthesized proposed LDPC code with N=128
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Figure 5.9 Overall view of the synthesized random LDPC code with N=64.
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Figure 5.10 Closer view of the synthesized random LDPC code with N=64.
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The analysis of these synthesis results can be done in two stages. The effect of the LDPC
codes structure will be discussed first and next the effect of the block length will
discussed.

5.4.2 Effect of the LDPC Code Structure on the Synthesis Results
From TABLE 5.1, we can extract the following table:
TABLE 5.2 Synthesis Results Comparison for n=64

Code Structure
Proposed Random
% Difference
Block Length

64

64

Equivalent Gate Count 115,440 196,944
No. of Slices

No.of LUTs

7,188

70.60

12,665

76.20

Total

13,813 24,460

77.08

Logic

12,760 22,780

78.53

Route-thru 1,053

1,680

59.54

These two codes have the same block length (64), the same average check node degree
(6) and the same average variable node degree (3). Thus, both codes have the same
number of check nodes, variable nodes and edges. So, the implementation of the decoders
representing these two codes will essentially require the same numbers of check node
units, variable node units and the same number of wires connecting them. However, the
only difference between them is the complexity of their wiring, which proved to have a
big influence on the synthesis results. Looking at the table above (TABLE 5.2), we can
deduce the following:
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•

The random code costs 76.2 % more slices than the proposed code.

•

The random code costs 70.6 % more equivalent gate count than the proposed
code.

•

The random code costs 77.08% more LUT's than the proposed code.

•

The random code costs 78.53% more logic LUT's than the proposed code.

•

The random code costs 59.54% more route-thru LUT's than the proposed code.

The above numbers can be even clearer when comparing the figures of both codes. Thus,
using the proposed code will save about 43% of the hardware resources compared with
the random code, for this particular block length.

5.4.3 Effect of the LDPC Code Block length on the Synthesis Results:
From TABLE 5.1, the following table can be extracted:

TABLE 5.3 Synthesis Results of the Proposed code for different sizes

Code Structure
Proposed Proposed
% Difference
Block Length

64

128

Equivalent Gate Count 115,440 282,807
No. of Slices
No. of LUTs

144.98

7,188

17,844

148.25

Total

13,813

34,280

148.17

Logic

12,760

30,978

142.77

Route-thru 1,053

3,302

213.58
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These two codes have the same structure and they differ only in the block length.
Doubling the block length will increase the number of slices by 148%, the number of gate
count by 144% and the number of LUTs by 148%. The number of LUTs used as routethru , that is used as wires rather that lookup tables, increased by 213%. This is because
of the area limitation usually found in FPGAs. This area limitation problem reduces the
utilization of the reduced interconnection complexity advantage inherent in the proposed
LDPC code.

5.4.4 Throughput
In order to calculate the throughput of this design, we need to find the maximum delay,
and then the maximum possible clock frequency. Then the throughput can be found using
the relation:
Throughput = clock frequency × bits processed every clock cycle

(5.4)

If we consider the 128-bit decoder illustrated in Figure 5.3, the throughput will depend on
the number of iterations and the resolution of the message bits. The different selections of
these two parameters will decide the number of feed lines and will result in different
values of the throughput. This is shown in the following table. Note that the maximum
delay of the decoder is 12.376 ns (taken from the Xilinx ISE 6.0 simulations), which
means that the maximum clock frequency will be 80.8 MHz.
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TABLE 5.4 Throughput of the 128-bit decoder for different parameters

No. of

Message Resolution q

Iterations

(bits)

12

3

24

No. of

Throughput

Feeds

(Mbit/s)

4

32

861.87

3

8

16

430.93

16

4

4

32

646.40

32

4

8

16

323.20

20

5

4

32

517.12

40

5

8

16

258.56

24

6

4

32

430.93

48

6

8

16

215.47

Messages/Feed

To be completely processed, each codeword requires an amount of time that equals the
duration of all the iterations. If the number of iterations is 24, this means that the 128-bit
codeword needs 24 clock cycles in order to be processed completely. So, 128 bits are
processed in (24 × 12.376 ns). Each bit requires 2.35 ns which results in a throughput of
430.93 Mbit/s.

5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a generic LDPC decoder architecture has been designed and implemented.
It can work with any LDPC code. This decoder has fully-parallel architecture in order to
achieve maximum possible throughput. The decoder architecture consists of 3 parts: the
check node unit (CNU), the variable node unit (VNU) and the main control and
interconnecting unit. Each part has been designed, modeled in VHDL and synthesized on
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an FPGA. The architecture has been implemented on FPGA for two types of codes: a
random LDPC code and the proposed LDPC code discussed earlier in Chapter 4. The
proposed code showed a significant complexity advantage compared to the random code.
The hardware benefits of the proposed code could show more significant advantages if
implemented using ASIC platform rather than FPGA. The throughput of this architecture,
for the case of using the proposed code, was discussed for different configurations and
different parameters and the post-routing interconnection complexity has been illustrated.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND FUTURE WORK

In this thesis, several aspects related to hardware implementation of LDPC codes have
been investigated. Fixed-point simulation has been used to investigate the appropriate
selection of some hardware parameters before getting to the implementation stage. An
interconnect-efficient code has been design with the intention to reduce the wiring
complexity in the LDPC decoder. Finally, a fully-parallel LDPC decoder architecture has
been modeled in VHDL and implemented in FPGA and tested some promised aspects of
the proposed LDPC code.
In Chapter 3, the performance of semi-random LDPC codes has been simulated over
AWGN in both floating-point representation and fixed-point representation. Different
fixed-point parameters have been investigated. When selecting the maximum number of
iterations Itmax, it was shown that the performance will improve as we increase Itmax.
However, after reaching a value of about 60, little improvement will be gained for
increasing Itmax any further. From hardware perspective, reducing Itmax will result in less
decoding delay and more throughput. When selecting the number of precision bits nbit,
performance has been shown to improve with higher values of nbit. Nevertheless, the
higher nbit is, the more costly hardware is going to be. Finally, selecting the value of the
dynamic range M proved to be more involved. Getting the right value of M should be
done in conjunction with nbit. For higher values of nbit, higher ranges of M will be
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chosen to get optimal performance. Fixed-point analysis can be very valuable for
selecting some hardware parameters before getting into actual implementation. This will
also give an idea about how much degradation can happen when changing any of the
hardware parameters.
In Chapter 4, an interconnect-efficient LDPC code has been proposed. The main goal of
the design was to reduce the hardware complexity of the LDPC decoder. The proposed
code is scalable and its complexity grows in a much less rate than random codes. The
structure of the code has been explained with an example. The complexity reduction
advantage of the proposed code have been demonstrated qualitatively and quantitatively.
Graphs of post-placement designs have shown that the wiring density of the proposed
code is clearly much less than that of a random code. Moreover, quantitative analysis
using Manhattan distance metric showed that the proposed code’s average an maximum
Manhattan distance saturates to a certain level while the values for the random code
keeps increasing with the increase of the block length. A sample code with size
(1024,512) have been simulated and compared with other codes and it showed some
degradation in performance compared to the others. The performance degradation was
resulted from the large number of trapping sets inherent in the proposed code.

In Chapter 5, a generic LDPC decoder architecture has been designed and implemented.
The target was to get the maximum possible throughput, which led to the choice of fullyparallel architecture. The design can work with any LDPC code. The decoder architecture
consists of 3 parts: the check node unit (CNU), the variable node unit (VNU) and the
main control and interconnecting unit. Each part has been designed, modeled in VHDL
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and synthesized on an FPGA. The architecture has been implemented on FPGA for two
types of codes: a random LDPC code and the proposed LDPC code discussed earlier in
Chapter 4. The proposed code showed a significant complexity advantage compared to
the random code. The hardware benefits of the proposed code could show more
significant advantages if implemented using ASIC platform rather than FPGA. The
throughput of this architecture, for the case of using the proposed code, was discussed for
different configurations and different parameters and the post-routing interconnection
complexity has been illustrated.
The results of this thesis can lead to several suggestions for possible future work.
• The fixed-point simulation can be further investigated using different ways in

selecting the hardware parameters. For example, nonlinear quantization levels can be
used instead of linear.
• The proposed code showed some promising advantages but its performance was

degraded by the excess amount of trapping sets. So, a possible future work may be to
elaborate on the same design approach and find ways that can eliminate the effect of
trapping sets while preserving most of the promising features.
• The LDPC decoder hardware architecture investigated and implemented in this thesis

is a generic one. Designing specific architectures for certain codes, such as the one
proposed in this thesis, can result in even more reduction in hardware complexity.
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Appendix A
VHDL Code for The LDPC Decoder
A.1 The Overall VHDL Model

The VHDL model consists of several files that can vary depending on the size and type of
the H matrix. The main file contains the interconnection logic and controls the input and
output processes. The main file uses the H matrix file to construct the interconnecting
network of the LDPC decoder. The H matrix file will specify how many CNU's and
VNU's are going to be used, the degree of each one and the wiring between them. Figure
A.1 shows the relation between the different files of the VHDL model. The CNU's shown
in Figure A.1 go from CNU3 up to CNU9, but the can be easily expanded to any required
degree. This also applies to the VNU's.
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Figure A.1:: Structure off The VHDL Model Files

A.2 The Main Filee

library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC
C_1164.ALL
L;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC
C_ARITH.AL
LL;
C_UNSIGNED
D.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC
all;
use work.hmatrix.a
entity ld
dpc_con4 is
i
generic (n: natura
al :=6; no
oofmsg: na
atural :=6
6; noofchk
k :natural
l :=3;
n
:=
=3; msgdeg
g: natural
l :=2);
chkdeg: natural
Por
rt (
clk, load, sel, sin : in
n std_logi
ic;
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sout : out std_logic
);
end ldpc_con4;
architecture Behavioral of ldpc_con4 is

subtype ms1
type ms2 is
type ms3 is
signal min,

is std_logic_vector(0 to n-1);
array (0 to msgdeg-1) of ms1;
array (0 to noofmsg-1) of ms2;
mout : ms3;

subtype r1 is std_logic_vector(0 to n-1);
type r2 is array (0 to noofmsg-1) of r1;
signal rout, z: r2;
subtype cs1
type cs2 is
type cs3 is
signal cin,

is std_logic_vector(0 to n-1);
array (0 to chkdeg-1) of cs1;
array (0 to noofchk-1) of cs2;
cout : cs3;

signal t : std_logic_vector(0 to noofmsg);
component Check_Node9
generic ( n : natural :=6);
PORT (w1,w2,w3,w4,w5,w6,w7,w8,w9 :in std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6,z7,z8,z9 : out std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0));
END component ;
component Check_Node8
generic ( n : natural :=6);
PORT (w1,w2,w3,w4,w5,w6,w7,w8 :in std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6,z7,z8 : out std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0));
END component ;
component Check_Node7
generic ( n : natural :=6);
PORT (w1,w2,w3,w4,w5,w6,w7 :in std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6,z7 : out std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0));
END component ;
component Check_Node6
generic ( n : natural :=6);
PORT (w1,w2,w3,w4,w5,w6 :in std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6 : out std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0));
END component ;

component Check_Node5
generic ( n : natural :=6);
PORT (w1,w2,w3,w4,w5 :in std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
z1,z2,z3,z4,z5 : out std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0));
END component ;
component Check_Node4
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generic ( n : natural :=6);
PORT (w1,w2,w3,w4 :in std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
z1,z2,z3,z4 : out std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0));
END component ;
component Check_Node3
generic ( n : natural :=6);
PORT (w1,w2,w3 :in std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
z1,z2,z3 : out std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0));
END component ;
component Variable_Node5
generic ( n : natural :=6);
PORT (clk,load:in std_logic; initial,x1,x2,x3,x4,x5 :in
std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
y1,y2,y3,y4,y5, z : out std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0));
END component ;
component Variable_Node4
generic ( n : natural :=6);
PORT (clk,load:in std_logic; initial,x1,x2,x3,x4 :in
std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
y1,y2,y3,y4, z : out std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0));
END component ;
component Variable_Node3
generic ( n : natural :=6);
PORT (clk,load:in std_logic; initial,x1,x2,x3 :in std_logic_vector(n-1
downto 0);
y1,y2,y3, z : out std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0));
END component ;
component Variable_Node2
generic ( n : natural :=6);
PORT (clk,load:in std_logic; initial,x1,x2 :in std_logic_vector(n-1
downto 0);
y1,y2, z: out std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0));
END component ;
component Variable_Node1
generic ( n : natural :=6);
PORT (clk,load:in std_logic; initial,x1 :in std_logic_vector(n-1 downto
0);
y1, z: out std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0));
END component ;

component SREG
Generic (n: natural := 6);
port (clk, sel, sin : in std_logic; d: in std_logic_vector(n-1 downto
0); q : buffer std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0) );
end component;

begin
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t(0) <= sin;
MSGnodes: for m1 in 0 to noofmsg-1 generate
tm5: if mdegree(m1) = 5 Generate
reg5: SREG generic map(n) port map(clk, sel, t(m1),
z(m1) , rout(m1) );
t(m1+1) <= rout(m1)(n-1);
nodesmsg5: Variable_Node5 port map(clk, load, rout(m1),
min(m1)(0),min(m1)(1),min(m1)(2), min(m1)(3),
min(m1)(4),mout(m1)(0),mout(m1)(1),mout(m1)(2),
mout(m1)(3),mout(m1)(4), z(m1));
end generate;
tm4: if mdegree(m1) = 4 Generate
reg4: SREG generic map(n) port map(clk, sel, t(m1),
z(m1) , rout(m1) );
t(m1+1) <= rout(m1)(n-1);
nodesmsg4: Variable_Node4 port map(clk, load, rout(m1),
min(m1)(0),min(m1)(1),min(m1)(2), min(m1)(3),
mout(m1)(0),mout(m1)(1),mout(m1)(2), mout(m1)(3), z(m1));
end generate;
tm3: if mdegree(m1) = 3 Generate
reg3: SREG generic map(n) port map(clk, sel, t(m1),
z(m1) , rout(m1) );
t(m1+1) <= rout(m1)(n-1);
nodesmsg3: Variable_Node3 port map(clk, load, rout(m1),
min(m1)(0),min(m1)(1),min(m1)(2),mout(m1)(0),mout(m1)(1),mout(m1)(2),
z(m1));
end generate;
tm2: if mdegree(m1) = 2 Generate
reg2: SREG generic map(n) port map(clk, sel, t(m1), z(m1)
, rout(m1) );
t(m1+1) <= rout(m1)(n-1);
nodesmsg2: Variable_Node2 port map(clk, load, rout(m1),
min(m1)(0),min(m1)(1),mout(m1)(0),mout(m1)(1), z(m1));
end generate;
tm1: if mdegree(m1) = 1 Generate
reg1: SREG generic map(n) port map(clk, sel, t(m1), z(m1)
, rout(m1) );
t(m1+1) <= rout(m1)(n-1);
nodesmsg1: Variable_Node1 port map(clk, load, rout(m1),
min(m1)(0), mout(m1)(0), z(m1));
end generate;
end generate;
--sout <= rout(noofmsg-1)(mdegree(noofmsg-1)-1);
sout <= rout(noofmsg-1)(n-1);

CHKnodes: for n1 in 0 to noofchk-1 generate
tc9: if cdegree(n1) = 9 Generate
nodeschk9: Check_Node9 port
map(cin(n1)(0),cin(n1)(1),cin(n1)(2),cin(n1)(3),cin(n1)(4),cin(n1)(5),c
in(n1)(6),cin(n1)(7),cin(n1)(8),cout(n1)(0),cout(n1)(1),cout(n1)(2),cou
t(n1)(3),cout(n1)(4),cout(n1)(5),cout(n1)(6),cout(n1)(7),cout(n1)(8));
end generate;
tc8: if cdegree(n1) = 8 Generate
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nodeschk8: Check_Node8 port
map(cin(n1)(0),cin(n1)(1),cin(n1)(2),cin(n1)(3),cin(n1)(4),cin(n1)(5),c
in(n1)(6),cin(n1)(7),cout(n1)(0),cout(n1)(1),cout(n1)(2),cout(n1)(3),co
ut(n1)(4),cout(n1)(5),cout(n1)(6),cout(n1)(7));
end generate;
tc7: if cdegree(n1) = 7 Generate
nodeschk7: Check_Node7 port
map(cin(n1)(0),cin(n1)(1),cin(n1)(2),cin(n1)(3),cin(n1)(4),cin(n1)(5),c
in(n1)(6),cout(n1)(0),cout(n1)(1),cout(n1)(2),cout(n1)(3),cout(n1)(4),c
out(n1)(5),cout(n1)(6));
end generate;
tc6: if cdegree(n1) = 6 Generate
nodeschk6: Check_Node6 port
map(cin(n1)(0),cin(n1)(1),cin(n1)(2),cin(n1)(3),cin(n1)(4),cin(n1)(5),c
out(n1)(0),cout(n1)(1),cout(n1)(2),cout(n1)(3),cout(n1)(4),cout(n1)(5))
;
end generate;
tc5: if cdegree(n1) = 5 Generate
nodesch5: Check_Node5 port
map(cin(n1)(0),cin(n1)(1),cin(n1)(2),cin(n1)(3),cin(n1)(4),cout(n1)(0),
cout(n1)(1),cout(n1)(2),cout(n1)(3),cout(n1)(4));
end generate;
tc4: if cdegree(n1) = 4 Generate
nodesch4: Check_Node4 port
map(cin(n1)(0),cin(n1)(1),cin(n1)(2),cin(n1)(3),cout(n1)(0),cout(n1)(1)
,cout(n1)(2),cout(n1)(3));
end generate;
tc3: if cdegree(n1) = 3 Generate
nodesch3: Check_Node3 port
map(cin(n1)(0),cin(n1)(1),cin(n1)(2),cout(n1)(0),cout(n1)(1),cout(n1)(2
));
end generate;
end generate;
--mapping code
--main algorithm
process(clk, mout, cout)
variable
variable

ccounter: ccount;
mcounter: mcount;

begin
for j1 in 0 to (noofchk-1) loop
ccounter(j1):=0;
end loop;
for i1 in 0 to (noofmsg-1) loop
mcounter(i1) :=0;
end loop;
for j1 in 0 to (noofchk-1) loop
for i1 in 0 to (noofmsg-1) loop
if hsparse(j1)(i1)='1' then
cin(j1)(ccounter(j1)) <= mout(i1)(mcounter(i1));
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min(i1)(mcounter(i1)) <= cout(j1)(ccounter(j1));
ccounter(j1) := ccounter(j1)+1;
mcounter(i1):= mcounter(i1)+1;
end if;
end loop;
end loop;
end process;
end Behavioral;

A.3 The Matrix File

library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;
Package hmatrix is
subtype hbasic is std_logic;
constant noofmsg: integer :=6;
constant noofchk: integer :=3;
type onerow is array (0 to noofmsg-1) of hbasic;
type compH is array (0 to noofchk-1) of onerow;
Constant hsparse: compH :=(
('1','1','0','1','0','0') ,
('0','1','1','0','1','0') ,
('1','0','1','0','0','1')
);
type mcount is array (0 to noofmsg-1) of integer;
type ccount is array (0 to noofchk-1) of integer;
constant cdegree: ccount := ( 3, 3 , 3);
constant mdegree: mcount := ( 2, 2,2, 2, 2, 2);
end hmatrix;

Note that this file is for a small H matrix in order to avoid using a huge space.

A.4 The CNU Files

A.4.1 CNU3
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library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all;
ENTITY Check_Node3 IS
generic ( n : natural :=6);
PORT (w1,w2,w3 :in std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
z1,z2,z3 : out std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0));
END Check_Node3 ;
ARCHITECTURE CNU OF Check_Node3 IS
signal w1mag: std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
signal w2mag: std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
signal w3mag: std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
-- Defining the phi function--subtype bit5 is std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
type bit5_Array is array(0 to 2**(n-1)-1 ) of bit5;
subtype Rinteger is integer range 0 to 2**(n-1)-1;
Function To_Integer (Bin : bit5) Return RInteger IS
Variable Result: RInteger;
Begin
Result := 0;
For I IN Bin'RANGE Loop
If Bin(I) = '1' then
Result := Result + 2**I;
End if;
End Loop;
Return Result;
End To_Integer;
function phi (a:bit5) return bit5 is
constant phi_table: bit5_Array :=(
("11111"),
("10110"),
("10001"),
("01101"),
("01011"),
("01010"),
("01000"),
("00111"),
("00110"),
("00101"),
("00101"),
("00100"),
("00100"),
("00011"),
("00011"),
("00010"),
("00010"),
("00010"),
("00010"),
("00001"),
("00001"),
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("00001"),
("00001"),
("00001"),
("00001"),
("00001"),
("00001"),
("00001"),
("00001"),
("00001"),
("00001"),
("00001"));
begin
return phi_table( To_Integer(a) );
end phi;
signal w1magt1 : std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
signal w1magt5 : std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
signal w1magt6 : std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
signal w2magt1 : std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
signal w2magt5 : std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
signal w2magt6 : std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
signal w3magt1 : std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
signal w3magt5 : std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
signal w3magt6 : std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
BEGIN
w1mag<=w1(n-2 downto 0);
w2mag<=w2(n-2 downto 0);
w3mag<=w3(n-2 downto 0);
w1magt1<=('0' & phi(w2mag))+ ('0' & phi(w3mag));
w1magt5<= "11111" when w1magt1(n-1) ='1' else w1magt1(n-2 downto 0);
w1magt6<=phi(w1magt5) ;
z1<=((w2(n-1) xor w3(n-1) xor '1' )& w1magt6(n-2 downto 0)) ;
w2magt1<=('0' & phi(w1mag))+ ('0' & phi(w3mag));
w2magt5<= "11111" when w2magt1(n-1)='1' else w2magt1(n-2 downto 0);
w2magt6<=phi(w2magt5) ;
z2<=((w1(n-1) xor w3(n-1) xor '1' )& w2magt6(n-2 downto 0));
w3magt1<=('0' & phi(w1mag))+ ('0' & phi(w2mag));
w3magt5<= "11111" when w3magt1(n-1)='1' else w3magt1(n-2 downto 0);
w3magt6<=phi(w3magt5) ;
z3<=((w1(n-1) xor w2(n-1) xor '1' )& w3magt6(n-2 downto 0)) ;
END CNU;

A.4.2 CNU4
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library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all;
ENTITY Check_Node4 IS
generic ( n : natural :=6);
PORT (w1,w2,w3,w4 :in std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
z1,z2,z3,z4 : out std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0));
END Check_Node4 ;
ARCHITECTURE CNU OF Check_Node4 IS
signal w1mag: std_logic_vector(n-2
signal w2mag: std_logic_vector(n-2
signal w3mag: std_logic_vector(n-2
signal w4mag: std_logic_vector(n-2

downto
downto
downto
downto

0);
0);
0);
0);

-- Defining the phi function--subtype bit5 is std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
type bit5_Array is array(0 to 2**(n-1)-1 ) of bit5;
subtype Rinteger is integer range 0 to 2**(n-1)-1;
Function To_Integer (Bin : bit5) Return RInteger IS
Variable Result: RInteger;
Begin
Result := 0;
For I IN Bin'RANGE Loop
If Bin(I) = '1' then
Result := Result + 2**I;
End if;
End Loop;
Return Result;
End To_Integer;
function phi (a:bit5) return bit5 is
constant phi_table: bit5_Array :=(
("11111"),
("10110"),
("10001"),
("01101"),
("01011"),
("01010"),
("01000"),
("00111"),
("00110"),
("00101"),
("00101"),
("00100"),
("00100"),
("00011"),
("00011"),
("00010"),
("00010"),
("00010"),
("00010"),
("00001"),
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("00001"),
("00001"),
("00001"),
("00001"),
("00001"),
("00001"),
("00001"),
("00000"),
("00000"),
("00000"),
("00000"),
("00000"));
begin
return phi_table( To_Integer(a) );
end phi;
signal
signal
signal
signal
signal

w1magt1 : std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
w1magt11 : std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
w1magt2 : std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
w1magt5 : std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
w1magt6 : std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);

signal
signal
signal
signal
signal

w2magt1 : std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
w2magt11 : std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
w2magt2 : std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
w2magt5 : std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
w2magt6 : std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);

signal
signal
signal
signal
signal

w3magt1 : std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
w3magt11 : std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
w3magt2 : std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
w3magt5 : std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
w3magt6 : std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);

signal
signal
signal
signal
signal

w4magt1 : std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
w4magt11 : std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
w4magt2 : std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
w4magt5 : std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
w4magt6 : std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);

BEGIN
w1mag<=w1(n-2
w2mag<=w2(n-2
w3mag<=w3(n-2
w4mag<=w4(n-2

downto
downto
downto
downto

0);
0);
0);
0);

w1magt1<=('0' & phi(w2mag))+ ('0' & phi(w3mag));
w1magt11<= "11111" when w1magt1(n-1)='1' else w1magt1(n-2 downto 0);
w1magt2<=('0' & w1magt11(n-2 downto 0))+ ('0' & phi(w4mag));
w1magt5<= "11111" when w1magt2(n-1)='1' else w1magt2(n-2 downto 0);
w1magt6<=phi(w1magt5) ;
z1<=((w2(n-1) xor w3(n-1) xor w4(n-1) )& w1magt6(n-2 downto 0)) ;
w2magt1<=('0' & phi(w1mag))+ ('0' & phi(w3mag));
w2magt11<= "11111" when w2magt1(n-1)='1' else w2magt1(n-2 downto 0);
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w2magt2<=('0' & w2magt11(n-2 downto 0))+ ('0' & phi(w4mag));
w2magt5<= "11111" when w2magt2(n-1)='1' else w2magt2(n-2 downto 0);
w2magt6<=phi(w2magt5) ;
z2<=((w1(n-1) xor w3(n-1) xor w4(n-1) )& w2magt6(n-2 downto 0));
w3magt1<=('0' & phi(w1mag))+ ('0' & phi(w2mag));
w3magt11<= "11111" when w3magt1(n-1)='1' else w3magt1(n-2 downto 0);
w3magt2<=('0' & w3magt11(n-2 downto 0))+ ('0' & phi(w4mag));
w3magt5<= "11111" when w3magt2(n-1)='1' else w3magt2(n-2 downto 0);
w3magt6<=phi(w3magt5) ;
z3<=((w1(n-1) xor w2(n-1) xor w4(n-1) )& w3magt6(n-2 downto 0)) ;
w4magt1<=('0' & phi(w1mag))+ ('0' & phi(w2mag));
w4magt11<= "11111" when w4magt1(n-1)='1' else w4magt1(n-2 downto 0);
w4magt2<=('0' & w4magt11(n-2 downto 0))+ ('0' & phi(w3mag));
w4magt5<= "11111" when w4magt2(n-1)='1' else w4magt2(n-2 downto 0);
w4magt6<=phi(w4magt5) ;
z4<=((w1(n-1) xor w2(n-1) xor w3(n-1) )& w4magt6(n-2 downto 0)) ;
END CNU;

A.5 The VNU Files
A.5.1 VNU2
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all;
ENTITY Variable_Node2 IS
generic ( n : natural :=6);
PORT (clk,load:in std_logic; initial,x1,x2 :in std_logic_vector(n-1
downto 0);
y1,y2, z: out std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0));
END Variable_Node2;
ARCHITECTURE VNU OF Variable_Node2 IS
component SG2COMP
generic ( n : natural :=6);
port (x : in std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
y : out std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0));
end component;
signal x1comp,x2comp,y1comp,y2comp,ytemp1,ytemp2, y1compt, y2compt :
std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
signal initvalue, initialc, z1, z2 : std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
signal ovf1, ovf2, ovf3 : std_logic;
BEGIN
gi: SG2COMP port map (initial, initialc);
init: process(clk)
begin
if (load='1' and clk'event and clk='1' ) then
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initvalue<= initialc;
end if;
end process;
u1: SG2COMP port map(x1, x1comp);
u2: SG2COMP port map(x2, x2comp);
y1comp<= x2comp+initvalue;
y2comp<= x1comp+initvalue;
z1 <= y1comp + x1comp;
ovf1 <= ( not
xor x2comp(n-1))
ovf2 <= ( not
xor x1comp(n-1))
ovf3 <= ( not
x1comp(n-1)) ;

(x2comp(n-1) xor initvalue(n-1))) and (y1comp(n-1)
;
(x1comp(n-1) xor initvalue(n-1))) and (y2comp(n-1)
;
(x1comp(n-1) xor y1comp(n-1))) and (z1(n-1) xor

y1compt <= y1comp when ovf1='0' else "011111" when initvalue(n1)='0' else "100001";
y2compt <= y2comp when ovf2='0' else "011111" when initvalue(n1)='0' else "100001";
z2 <= z1 when ovf3='0' else "011111" when x1comp(n-1)='0' else
"100001";
g1: SG2COMP port map(y1compt,ytemp1);
g2: SG2COMP port map(y2compt,ytemp2);
g3: SG2COMP port map(z2, z);
output:process(clk)
begin
if (clk='1' and clk'event) then
if (load = '1') then
y1<= initialc;
y2<= initialc;
else
y1<= ytemp1;
y2<= ytemp2;
end if;
end if;
end process ;
END VNU;

A.5.2 VNU3
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all;
ENTITY Variable_Node3 IS
generic ( n : natural :=6);
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PORT (clk,load:in std_logic; initial,x1,x2,x3 :in std_logic_vector(n-1
downto 0);
y1,y2,y3, z : out std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0));
END Variable_Node3;
ARCHITECTURE VNU OF Variable_Node3 IS
component SG2COMP
generic ( n : natural :=6);
port (x : in std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
y : out std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0));
end component;
signal x1comp,x2comp,x3comp,y1comp,y2comp,y3comp,ytemp1,ytemp2,ytemp3,
y1comp1, y1comp11, y1comp2, y2comp1, y2comp11, y2comp2,
y3comp1,y3comp11, y3comp2 : std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
signal initvalue, initialc, z1, z2 : std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
signal ovf11, ovf12, ovf21, ovf22, ovf31, ovf32, ovfz : std_logic;

BEGIN
gi: SG2COMP port map (initial, initialc);
init: process(clk)
begin
if (load='1' and clk'event and clk='1' ) then
initvalue<= initialc;
end if;
end process;
u1: SG2COMP port map(x1, x1comp);
u2: SG2COMP port map(x2, x2comp);
u3: SG2COMP port map(x3, x3comp);
y1comp1<= x2comp+initvalue;
ovf11 <= ( not (x2comp(n-1) xor initvalue(n-1))) and (y1comp1(n-1)
xor x2comp(n-1));
y1comp11 <= y1comp1 when (ovf11='0') else "011111" when initvalue(n1)='0' else "100001";
y1comp2<= y1comp11+x3comp;
ovf12 <= ( not (x3comp(n-1) xor y1comp11(n-1))) and (y1comp2(n-1)
xor x3comp(n-1));
y1comp <= y1comp2 when (ovf12='0') else "011111" when x3comp(n1)='0' else "100001";

y2comp1<= x1comp+initvalue;
ovf21 <= ( not (x1comp(n-1) xor initvalue(n-1))) and (y2comp1(n-1)
xor x1comp(n-1));
y2comp11 <= y2comp1 when (ovf11='0') else "011111" when initvalue(n1)='0' else "100001";
y2comp2<= y2comp11+x3comp;
ovf22 <= ( not (x3comp(n-1) xor y2comp11(n-1))) and (y2comp2(n-1)
xor x3comp(n-1));
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y2comp <= y2comp2 when (ovf22='0') else "011111" when x3comp(n1)='0' else "100001";

y3comp1<= x1comp+initvalue;
ovf31 <= ( not (x1comp(n-1) xor initvalue(n-1))) and (y3comp1(n-1)
xor x1comp(n-1));
y3comp11 <= y3comp1 when (ovf11='0') else "011111" when initvalue(n1)='0' else "100001";
y3comp2<= y3comp11+x2comp;
ovf32 <= ( not (x2comp(n-1) xor y3comp11(n-1))) and (y3comp2(n-1)
xor x2comp(n-1));
y3comp <= y3comp2 when (ovf32='0') else "011111" when x2comp(n1)='0' else "100001";
z1 <= y1comp + x1comp;
ovfz <= ( not (x1comp(n-1) xor y1comp(n-1))) and (z1(n-1) xor
x1comp(n-1)) ;
z2 <= z1 when ovfz='0' else "011111" when x1comp(n-1)='0' else
"100001";

g1:
g2:
g3:
g4:

SG2COMP
SG2COMP
SG2COMP
SG2COMP

port
port
port
port

map(y1comp,ytemp1);
map(y2comp,ytemp2);
map(y3comp,ytemp3);
map(z2, z);

output:process(clk)
begin
if (clk='1' and clk'event) then
if (load = '1') then
y1<= initialc;
y2<= initialc;
y3<= initialc;
else
y1<= ytemp1;
y2<= ytemp2;
y3<= ytemp3;
end if;
end if;
end process ;
END VNU;

A.7 The Number Format Conversion Files
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all;
entity SG2COMP is
generic ( n : natural :=6);
PORT ( x: in std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
y : out std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0));
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END SG2COMP ;
Architecture behavioral of SG2COMP is
begin
process(x)
variable sign: std_logic;
variable mag: std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
begin
sign := x(n-1);
if sign = '1' then
mag := not x(n-2 downto 0) + 1;
else
mag := x(n-2 downto 0);
end if;
y <= sign & mag ;
end process;
end behavioral;

library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;
-- Uncomment the following lines to use the declarations that are
-- provided for instantiating Xilinx primitive components.
--library UNISIM;
--use UNISIM.VComponents.all;
entity tctosm is
generic ( n : natural :=5);
port (input: in std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0);
output: out std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0)
);
end tctosm;
architecture Behavioral of tctosm is
begin
process(input)
variable sign: std_logic;
variable mag: std_logic_vector(n-2 downto 0);
begin
sign := input(n-1);
if sign = '1' then
mag := not input(n-2 downto 0) + 1;
else
mag := input(n-2 downto 0);
end if;
output <= sign & mag ;
end process;

end Behavioral;
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Appendix B
MATLAB Code for Generating H matrix of the proposed code
The following list includes the MATLAB code used for generating H matrix for any
sample of the LDPC code proposed in Chapter 4. It contains all the possible connections
in all of the five levels: the intra-cell connections, the horizontal connections (levels 1&2)
and the vertical connections (levels 1&2). By removing different varieties of connections,
we get new codes.
% A Program that will generate the H matrix for the proposed LDPC code.
%***** Defining the dimensions of the structure****
% The number of rows of ministructures
P=8 ;
% The number of columns of ministructures
Q=8;
% The size of the code
n=P*Q*16 ;
k=P*Q*8 ;
% Initializing the H matrix
H=zeros(n-k,n);
%****** Inner Connections ********
for x=1:P
for y=1:Q
H(1+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,1+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(1+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,2+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(1+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,5+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(1+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,15+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(2+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,2+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(2+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,3+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(2+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,6+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(2+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,16+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(3+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,3+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(3+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,4+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(3+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,7+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(3+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,13+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(4+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,1+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(4+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,4+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(4+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,8+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(4+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,14+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(5+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,9+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(5+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,10+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(5+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,13+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
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H(5+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,5+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(6+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,6+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(6+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,10+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(6+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,11+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(6+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,14+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(7+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,7+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(7+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,11+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(7+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,12+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(7+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,15+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(8+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,8+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(8+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,12+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(8+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,9+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(8+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,16+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
end
end
%****** Horizontal Connections ********
for x=1:P
for y=1:Q-1
H(9+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,5+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(10+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,6+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(11+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,7+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(12+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,8+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(13+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,14+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(14+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,13+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(15+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,16+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(16+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,15+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
end
end
%****** Vertical Connections ********
for x=2: P
for y=1: Q
H(1+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,1+((x-2)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(2+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,9+((x-2)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(3+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,4+((x-2)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(4+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,12+((x-2)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(5+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,10+((x-2)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(6+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,2+((x-2)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(7+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,11+((x-2)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
H(8+((x-1)*Q+(y-1))*8,3+((x-2)*Q+(y-1))*16)=1;
end
end
%****** Horizontal Connections

2

********

if Q >= 3
for x = 1:P
for y = 1:Q-2
H( (1) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 8 , (37) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 16
)=1;
H( (2) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 8 , (45) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 16
)=1;
H( (3) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 8 , (46) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 16
)=1;
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H( (4) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 8 , (48) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 16
)=1;
H( (5) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 8 , (39) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 16
)=1;
H( (6) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 8 , (40) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 16
)=1;
H( (7) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 8 , (38) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 16
)=1;
H( (8) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 8 , (47) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 16
)=1;
end
end
end
%****** Vertical Connections

2

********

if P >= 3
for x = 1:P-2
for y = 1:Q
H( (1) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 8, (4) + ( (x+1) *Q+(y-1)) * 16
)=1;
H( (2) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 8, (12) + ( (x+1) *Q+(y-1)) * 16
)=1;
H( (3) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 8, (12) + ( (x+1) *Q+(y-1)) * 16
)=1;
H( (4) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 8, (1) + ( (x+1) *Q+(y-1)) * 16
)=1;
H( (5) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 8, (12) + ( (x+1) *Q+(y-1)) * 16
)=1;
H( (6) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 8, (2) + ( (x+1) *Q+(y-1)) * 16
)=1;
H( (7) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 8, (9) + ( (x+1) *Q+(y-1)) * 16
)=1;
H( (8) + ((x-1)*Q+(y-1)) * 8, (12) + ( (x+1) *Q+(y-1)) * 16
)=1;
end
end
end
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